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SERIOUS INROADS
On Trade Depressing Feat-
tire In New Orleans.
FEVER SITUATION •
IS MUCH BETTER
Large Percentage of Recoveries and
Small Number of Deaths
Cause Cheerfulness.
DOCTORS AND MARINE
SERVICE IN HARMONY.
"
New Orleans, Aug. 16.—Except
that there were spasmodic showers
and a somewhat lower temperature,
.there was little change in the yellow
fever situation, and the time of the
federal authorities was largely taken
up with routine work. A dozen sus-
picious cases were reported for in-
vestigation during the night and oc-
cupied the attention of the inspectors,
but with the large percentage of re-
coveries and the small percentage of
deaths, the whole situation was re-
gaoled with cheerfulness.
The only depressing influince upon
• the community is the serious inroads
upon trade which has been made by
the quarantines. Although many
people who do not usualle leave the
city have gone away on vacations, re-
tail merchant, have oot suffered se-
verely, but wholesalers, whose re-
ceipts are measured by the business
they do with the surrounding coun-
try, are still seriously affected. As
the regular business season opens
here on September 1, strong appeals
are being made through *rulers and
'otherwise for aid from the health au-
thotAties in cities, towns and coun-
ties in restoring frenetic traffic.
•
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New Orleans, Aug ..16.—The fact
that the physician' are now assisting
the hfarine hospital service in turning
op all the existing cases of yellow fe-
ver its evidenced in an examination of
the report for the past twenty-four
hours.
Of the sixty-one cases, a duplication
having made the number sixty-two,
thirty, or about one-half, were report-
ed by doctors as having come within
their practice. Of the other thirty-one
inspector Perkins produced nineteen
cases of yellow fever and cases pre-
senting s y 'apt orns thereof, two were
returned by the ward organizations,
two by the city board of health, five
by the Emergency hospital and four
Ly the Charity hospital. Any friction
that has heretofore existed has passed
away and perfect harmony exists in
the work.
The total number of cases treated
in the Emergency hospital to date is
tads of which thirty-six have died.
Three cases of yellow fever have Mien
taken from the steamship Sapphire, at
quarantine. The vessel was from
Colon.
The first cat where refusal of a
householder to permit the screening
of a patient's room, has resulted in
(be quarantine of a house, has occur-
red in the downtown section of the
city. As soon as it was reported to
Dr. White that the fumigating and
screening squads had been refused per
rrision to enter, he appealed to In-
spector Whitaker, who ordered po-
licemen on duce to prevent egress or
ingress. An affidavit witl follow.
Two ambulance eases of fever have
been found in an esplanade avenue
saloon. The victims are Italian*. They
were ill, but were apparently seeking
to aveid discovery. When, however,
they collapsed, a telephone message
was at once sent to the mergerxy
hospital, and the ambulance carried
them to .that institution. The men
said they had come from the country.
It was found that they had been at
Bayou Sale, on the Southern Pacific
Mad.
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ties, asking them to modify their,dras-tic regulations,
At. Covington Dr. Durrell, head ofof the tuberculosis eanitarium and a
't:oted student of insect lifes has beeh
making investigations to discover ifthe etegomyia exists there. He has
examined several hundred mosqgi-toes and failed to find one. Hundredsof New Orleans people have gone eteCovington and its vicinity.
Sulphur Fumigation Sunday.
If the entire city responds to the
appeal for sulphur fumigation on Sun-day, it is estimated that 3oo tons, ordoo,000 pounds, will be consumed.
In view of the necessity of ridding
the city of the stegotnyia in the fa-titre meetings are being held to urgethe water and sewerage board to hast-
en the work of installing its water
system which is intended to supplythe whole city with filtered water and
cause the removal of all cisterns. A
note of discord from a scientific standpoint is struck by Prof. Beyer, who
was a member of the United States
commission to Vera Cruz and bitsbeen a leader in the anti-mosquitofight here. Prof. Beyer declares that
water no circumstancee must NewOrleans surrender her cisterns for aportable water furnished by the water
and sewerage system which is likelyto bring at any time a9 epidemic of
yellow fever.
Dr. Guiteras said today that from
what he had seen he regarded the sit-
cation as favorable. He thought thefever could be controlled, though it
was always difficult to stamp it out ifit was not taken in its inception. Dr.
Guiteras believes that the Marine hos-pital ought to be left in charge afterthe fever has disappeared to conductthe campaign against the outcropping
of the disease next year.
Quarantine Conditions.
Quarantine improves in some direc-
tion's and grows worse in others. At
Monroe a conflict aroselietween a cit-
izens' meeting and the authorities.
The citizens, in a sadden ;spasm of
alarm, desired to restore' the shotgun
quarantine. Mayor Forsythe object-
ed, and ordered the military to hold
themselves in readiness. Appeal, was
made to the governor, who said that
the orders of the state board of health
must be followed or soldier, would
he mobilized. The citizens yielded.
Shreveport is again to open emit-
munication with New Orleans, allow-
ing freight to come in that has been
ferrigated. Fruit and dry goods ace
excepted. PresidefitSouehon has tel-
'Alleraphed congratulations to the
`irr ireveport authorities. He has also
wired to the Richland parishsaiuthori-
re, • r
WORKING A "SKIN GAME."
Fraudulent Collector of thespog Tax
Seems to Be at Large.
The local police are looking for a
man who hes invented a new "skin
game" in which he has been endeavor-ing to fleece owners of dogs out of
their coin.
Some person has been going tohouses on the South Side and repre-
senting himself as the collector of dog
taxes. He produces a receipt already
prepared with the owner of the dog's
name and asks for the tax. The price
on male dogs is $3 and female $5.
To this a penalty of to per cent has
been added and thie the stranger of-fers to deduct the penalty as an in-
ducement to cop the coin. He is evi-dently not as smooth as he imagines,
as the tax and penalty on female can-ines would he $5.5o and he undoubtedly forgot or got his business mixed
and the receipt is filled out for $5.30.
One place 'where he visited the madam
of the house suepected that he teas a
fake and refused to listen to his de-
mands.
Failing in this attempt the "guy" on
a different occasion went to the same
house with a fake building permit and
demanded a dollar before the work on
new hole being erected proceed-
ed farther. The man of the house re-.
ported the man's actions to the po-
lice and efforts are being made to ap-
prehend 'him.
It is not known how long fhie meth-
od has been operated as it has just
been reported. tie may have already
collected many dollars from the un-
suspecting owners of dogs.
WILL WITNESS A HANGING.
Wants to Strengthen Argument
Against Capital Punishment.
Ne‘ York, Aug. t6.--To strengthen
his argument against capital punish-
ment, the Rev. Emil A. Nicety, pastor
of the Second Reformed church. Jer-
sey City, will witness' the execution of
Edward Tapeiey, a negre wife murder
er, in the Hudson county jail on Fri-
day.
Mt. Meury contends there is con-
sciousness after the body of a con-
denoted mkt leaves' the platform. He
declares thal a Man who was hanged
in Jersey City four years ago gave a
slime' after the drogotell, showing con
sciousnees, although his neck was
broken.
If Tapeley gives similar soigne after
the moment of hanging, Mr. Meury
will appear before the leoislaturk 'next
winter and ask for the lAbolition of
capital punishment.
Chaing Gang Victim Capturbd.
Harry Miller, a negro, who escaped
from the chain gang on July A, was
captured last night by Officers Hurley
and Churchill. Miller was 'crying on
a sentence for carrying concealed
weapons and liked 38 days of being
even with the city.
Robert flurrows, the town marshal
of Guthrie, liy., ha gone to Ogden,
Utah, after Percy J. Luster, who.re-
cently killed his wife at Guthrie.
JAMES CROW
 DEADIJAPAN WILL WIN
Expired Last Night After
A Few Days Illness.
WAS TAKEN SICK
.pNLY LAST SUNDAY.
Native of North Carolina, But Was
Reared in Marshall County,
Removing Here.
THE FUNERAL OCCURS
THIS AFTERNOON.
a
Coroner James F. Crow died at
9:45 o'clock last night at his home,tog Jackson street, after a few daysillness pf congestion and hemorrhage,
superinduced by malaria. He wastaken ill Sundaiy night after having
attended services at the Second Bap-
tist church that day, and continued togrow weaker until relieved by death.
There was a change in his condition
yesterday afternoon and he rallied to
such an extent that hia physician
beid. out hope. for his recovery. But
with the coming of evening a more
serious phase presented itself, and he
how sinking and slowly passed into
eteraity.
Mr. Crow was born near Raleigh,
N. C., ts years ago, and removed to
Benton, Marsha county, when quite
a yciutti5 and was there reared to
manhood. For many years he con-
dueled a hotel and merchandise store
in' Benton, and in 1885 moved to Pa-
ducah, where he 'had since resided. In
the early 7o's he was married to Miss
Jennie E. Barnes, and cas a -result of
this union four children were born,
three of whom are living and were
at his bedside weevil the death sum-
mons came. They are Messrs. Wil-
liam and Charles Crow and Miss El-
la Crow. A wife and a brother, Mr.
D. Crow, and a sister, Mrs. Ernest
Moore, of Benton, survive him. All
were hovered around his death bed.
His parents,. Mr. and Mrs. 'Ezra Crow,
who were among the most promi-
nent, excellent and honored pioneer
citizens of Marshall county, have long
since passed away.
The deceased was formerly city
mar-hal of Paducah, being elected by
a flattering vote, and he filled this
trust with faithfulness and honor to
himself ;and constituents. His integ-
rity was unquestioned and he never
faltered in the discharge of his duties.
After the death of Coroner Wm. Peal,
ate. Crow was made his successor by
appointment through County Judge
R. T. Lightfoot, and at the time of
his death was the Democratic nomi-
nee for coroner.
In politics Mr. Crow was a consist-
ent Democrat, and was always found
battling zealously for his party's
cause. He was a member of the Bap-
tist church, having affiliated himself
with that religion in his e*ly days_
Jim Crow was a most genial, mod-
est, liberal and kind-hearted man, and
had many friends. His ear was ever
opened to the cry of the needy and
the tear of sympathy often flowed
for those in distress. His life was
marked with many deeds of kindness
and benevolence to testify to his gen-
erosity. his pleasant voice will not
only be missed from his church choir,
but its memory will long linger 'With
the people of Benton in the old
southern harmony singings which he
never failed to attend. A comforta-
ble insurance is left for his family.
The funeral will take place at 4
O'clock this afternoon from the resi-
dence, conducted by Rev. Cheek, of
the First Baptist church. The body
will be buried at Oak Grove ceme-
tery under the auspices of the A. 0
U. W., of which heiwas a member
The order of Red Men, with which
he affiliated, will attend in a body.
RUSSIAN CRUELTY.
Russian Official Demands Death for a
Thirteen-Year-Old Girl.
Odessa, Aug. 16 —The military pro-
curator has appealed against the de-
cision of a court-martial, which sen-
tenced two boys, each twenty years of
age, and a girl, thirteen years of age,
to penal servitude for being in pos-
session of explosives. The procurator
asks for capital punishment.
PIVESTIGATING COTTON LEAK
,Washington, Aug. lb.—The grand
jtiey of the supremie court of the Dis
triet of Columbia today resumed its
iintestigation into the leakage of the
cotton crop reports of the department
of agriculture, C. C. Clark, chief clerk
of the bureau of statistics of the de-
partment being the first witness,
TER
establish the fact that they. vonvey
absolutely no information.
Fairly Mobbed.
A few days ago, when Sato re-
turned to the Wentworth from theNow Said That Russia Will navy yard conference building, ;he wasfairly mobbed ,by the newspaper. men.
He escaped once, only, to tor sur-
rounded when he again appeered in
the aiotel office and swept out upon
the rear veranda, much -as a chip is
Grant All Demands.
WITTE AUTHORIZED TO
PAY INDEMNITY, ETC..
There Is Mere Than Usual Interest.
In the Comments Upon the
Treaty Work.
FATE OF TREATY
IS ABOUT AT.TIAND.
St. Petersburg, Aug. 15.—Ths•peace
outlook is brightening, according topersons prominent in court circles.Opinion at Peterhoff is, not tinged
with the prevailing pessimism of this
city. Your correspondent is informedfrom a reliable source that 'Witte will
offer to pay a milliard of rublei($510o000,000), as war expenses, andgrant to Japan a lease of SakhalinIsland. Col. Lamedorff is under.
stood to believe that Baron Komura
will accept these terms e as otherwisea coalition of the powers veoutd im-pose upon the Japanese governmenta less advantageous peace.
Moscow Confirms Report.Moscow, aasg. e5.—Evoything yetknown in high quarters here confirmsthe opinion that Russia and Japan
will shortly conclude a treaty ofpeace. Witte left St. Petersburg au-thorised to pay Japan in one form or
another $5oo,000,000 and cede to ithalf of Sakhalin Island. This fact
was cornovanicated your correspond-
ent by a prominent member of
'Velma's o.dee, whose name frittreesdaily in the dispatches from Ports-
mouth.
Now on Article Seven/
'Portsmouth, N. if., Aug. r6..-.-The
Japanese envoys, after a trip fromNew Castle in an uncovered motor
car, though a cold rain prevailed, ar-
rivedoat the navy yard at owe today.The Russian commissioners reached.there a few minutes afterwards. Itis understood that the subject to be
considered today in No. 7 of thepeace renditions, which is the one re-lating to the cession of the Chinese
Eastern railroad to China
Breakfast at Navy Yard.
Beginning today, the peace pleni-
potentiaries are to be servo.) their-
tbreakfast in their dining-room at the -
naval stores building at the navy
yard. Heretofore a luncheon and aft-
ernoon tea had been served in thedining-room, and the arrangementhas proved very attractive. The
menu for breakfast is printed in
French and sets ford' an array ofdishes calctifated to please an appe-
tite of the widest variety. Breakfast
will be ready each morning at a:so
o'clock, and it' is the intention to
have the :steal concluded so that the
session of the conference may begin
by to.
The trip of the envoys from the
hotel to the navy yard this morning
was very disagreealate on acctetint of
tee steedy, clseling rain, to a hich the
Japanese representatives in thei- open
a ut onvab.'es Weft exposed.
The Term Adopted
The peace terms that have been
adopted are, in substance:
First—Recognition of Japan's "pre-
ponderating influence" in Korea.
Second—Mluttral obligations to
evacuate Manchuria, Russia to retro-
cede to China all special privileges.
Third—Japanese obligation to re-
store the sovereignty and administra-
tion of China in Manchuria.
• fourttr—Mutukal obligations to re-
spect the territorial and administra-
tive integrity of China and the prin-
ciple of the "open door."
Sixth—The surrender of the Rus-
sian leases to the Liaotting Penin-
sula, including Port Arthur, Dalny
and the Blonde and Elliott Islands,
FATE OF TREATY NEAR.
The End Cannot Be Much Longer
Postponed.
canted- away by a river. He issuedby statement an unitnportani an-
nouncement of known facts, _and con-
cluded by saying, with unruffled po-
liteness:
"I will not further trouble you.
Good morning."
Mhe diplomat then walked away,
Itaying the correspondents speechless
with astonishment.
Near at Hand.
The tate of the expectecleareaty of
Portem:outh will soon be in the bal-
ance. The consideratfbn of the noun
questions at issue cannot long be
postponed, and the crisis ofethe con-
ference is believed to be nearst hand.
The course of events is beingewatebed
with keen interest. The dangerous
crestiona have been dodged, up to the
present time, but this will out mush
longer be possible. There is no doubt
that the envoys are nearing, the dan-
ger point.
The intense heat of last week his
been.' followed by a cold northeast
storm, which descended, uree- .POsts-
mouth and its environs yeserday..
The. envoys are certainly 'carting
from expecience a great deal abase
the capricious climate of tiew 
In.glimk
-
CORRESPONDENT"S YIESW
Mistake Made in Returniag, Man-
churia to China.
Fort:smooth, N. ,H., Aug. ifit—Alaro-
aoder E. Briantehaninoft, correspond,
ealsof the St_ Petersburg Stove, writ-
ing on the queetions involeed .in the
sarrender of the Eastern- . Chimer&
Railway, which is being considered
by the peace conference today, and
also, regarding the general-questions
of, the restoration of Chinese sower-
eignty in the province, says:
"Notwithstanding the secrecy) so
54-ictsby observed regarding the discus-
sion of the peace conferewasit isnow
idnowa that the second article, (as-
cusned was concerning the question of
returnisg Manchuria to- Chinae and
that the article has been agereed.upon-
Work Prevented.,
"So it is understood that Manchu-
rian is to be restorod under the
charming administration of China.
For fear of Russia's erdargernent she
has 'been prevented fume completing
her work of civilizatiorsein. Out prov-
ince where she spent raillicins of Rus-
sian roubles, retaining, in return only
unpleasant memories, and new they
say that it is better to, give Manchu-
ria to !nobody than to, Russia, for to
-return Manchuria to China means to
return that province. te the- state of
barbarism. It is, howeve., asked if
even the railroad which oats this
province in three portions and which
should be an instrument, of civiliza-
tion and of development,ofi her riches
will be abandoned to Chiaere neglect.
With regard to this Harbin-Liao Tung
railway line, the instate/Ian, of a Chi-
nese administration cans be under-
stood as the line has no strategic le-
gitimate value except for China. But-
it is quite differunt with the line unit-
ing Vladivostok to Russia, Which it is
impossible for the Muscovite Emirate,
because of its strategic value to make
dependent upon a Chiaese adminis-
tration.
Gain. to Commerce.
"Technical researches have shown
the enormous diffieefty of uniting
Vladivostok and Peet Arthur with
Europe around the Amur. Se the
civilized world webcomed the decision
of Russia to build, a railway ttrroughr
Manchuria. It is therefore just that.
Russia should have the material guae-
anty that that raitway line should nob
run the lest risk of 'being destroyed
or cut by the brigands cm that it
should suffer in case of a misunder-
standing with China. Tho commerce
of the world winn gain very much if
Japan should be entousted with the
guarding of the Southern railway tine
and Russia with the protection of the
north line, mutually pledgittio them-
selves to follow the policy of the
open door in the whole powinee."
-ammosammiammendLONWININ.
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. t6.—It is
not improper to say that M. Almoro
Sato, the spokesman of the Japanese
Embassy, is the real feature of the
Portsmouth conference. Sato is a
wonder. He is almost tireless, and a
more accomplished diplomat can
hardly be found among the diplomats
of any country. He 'has a knowledge
of the English language which few
foreigners can equal, and is a master
of pleasant sarcasm. He escapes the
imeortimities of newspa.per men by
issuing "statements" ao cleverly
worded that analysis, Is necessary to
saanelelosoesseena
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CORTELY0 U LUCKY
Offerect-tht Treasury Port—
folio It) • Roosevtit.
1-IAS ACCEPTAN CE - •
UND.EI ADVISEMEN'r.
"The Viannertn_ in 1 he Cotton Replica
Leak HAS. Been Vindicated on
Investig ation,
WEAVER  pHIiii6DSTIELL.lapaF.
IIFIATEleoli Sextets
Washington, Ang. it 5.—!teis posi-tively stattelethat Presie keit Rix:marsh_has offered the secreta ryskip of the-treasury toiGeorge B. C ortelsoar. Mr.Cortelyou, to. the surprise of, Sorne ofhis friendssis hesitating a boot acoept- •ing. He feels then he knowasdae pos-tal service thtorooghly, ha vivo .gt ownup in it, and' that to venture into new6 elets , even thee, the ellartip Irv( suldplace bin nearer -the head 6t the c ab-inset tabik,....might• prove a marta ke.Secretary Sfiaw will retire neat F. els-ruary. Cortelyotr-will be given- oleir ity,of time in which to reach a deeisicen.
FRAUD EXPOSED BY WNAVI
Philadelphia Reform Mayor flacon sra
Padded Voting Lists,- .
Philadelphia,. Aug. i6.—As, the re-sult of Mayor Waver's orders...for, aninvestigation of. the voting list 'thedirector of public safety dect-lfell t hatthere have been discovered on thelists 60,083, names which haw._ no le-gal right to,be-theron. A fornacr in-
vestigation, revealed 3i,74 ill. e kra
names, but Mayor Weaver was not
satisfied with- this showing;a.nd or-dered anoeber . inanity.
Steps will Be token to steak v if all.the illegal- names, which ftir i yearshave helped tke Republican, nut chineto roll up big. majorities atrefer tions.Following Mayor Weaverfl actiona
advertising several mondis • earlierthan has-beee- customary foh hi da for-
electric street lighting, wit, e 'pur-pose of giving companies ottee r thanthe Philatielerfira Electric -Car mpany,
whit has had the contractarie several*years, an opportunity to contp ete, the-
Philadelptia-company, in its bid forthe 1906 contract, opened' to Jay, re-duced .its rates for the omit ng yearby 3 cents a- night each on I lb varie-
tics of lamps. There was t io otherbidder. !cis estimated tits r ;ill effect
a saving to.the city of Sinter o for the
y eerc
GHOULS STEAL •
HUMAN HEADS.
Louisville, Ky.. Aug. t6.—Five hu-
man heads have been cut from bodies
and stolen from the vat of the local
medical college. The authorities are
at a eines to know who could commit
such a theft. The scientific value of
each head is placed at $at.
The Pete' s bank of St. Louis has
been placed in the hand.; of a 7eceiv-
er. and will, be wound up. It has been
estopped from doing busiats$ by the
government. 
.
BLAMELESS FOR( 
.EAK.
•—•—• s 4
Wife oE_New York Broker Dismissed.\ in Cotton Scailits I.
Washington, Aug. t6.—Secrelarp
Wilson's statement that the leak ire
the cotton crop repatt 'never wouldl
heve Oven discoverer", hai k it-not been
for a. quarrel between. :Mrs. S.
Packetana wife of a . Nee York brok.-
er weho is said to harm 'profited from
the dishonesty exposed, and her hua-
bands was dismissed frcrm considera-
tion in the inquiryiby INstrict Attor-
nee, Beech, who enoneratof. the wo-
man and excused .her from testifying
before the grank jury which is in-
mestigating the case. M‘-. Beach de-
clared Mrs. Pecieliani was entire4 in-
',yeast of the matter, and that ia was
not due to domestic differences witta
her husrand tit the scartaal waits ca-
viled. •
' k.
SPAT WITH NICARAGUA. I
• I
Government. May Demand Explana-.
tion of Consul"s Debarment_
sol"maalliiM111,84Washington, Aug. 16.—The ace of
the government of Nkaragem in, can-
celing the exequator of Consul Don-
aldson at Managua may be followed
by a dt-ma-nd on the pact of the State
Department at Washington for an ex-
planations Mr. Donaleson was in-
structed to investigate the circum-
stances surromacting the imprison-
ment of an American in Nicaragua.
and- President telaya believes 'he was
overzealous in the matter, if the re-',
port of Minister William Merry,
which is on 'its way to Washington,
shows the consul acted within his
authority the Nicaragua government
probably will be called upon to ex-
plain its action.
Several supposed cases of yellow
fever have appeared in Indiana, ac-
cording to telegram.; from Indianapo-
lis. The sick parties had not been
in infected southern districts, but.
'nevertheless, the eases are declared
yellow fever by alleged experts, , ,
111,11 - . ARSENIC
ZiEW ORLEANS* DOCTORS AD-
VISE ST. PAUL MAN TO GO
HOME.
Physicians Tell Martyr to Science
They Will Rurnish Him Case of
Mosquitoes.
New Orleans, Aug. 16.-After din-
ing on arsenicasills for three days and
preparing himself to blunt the drills
of the yellow fever mosquitoes, Dr.
Reginald Barkley Leach, of St. Paid,
has been advised to return to Minne-
zota to conduct his experiments with
the pest. Local physicians have guar-
ainteed to salad him a case full of gen-
uine tfntamed "stsegestnyia fasciata" to
;play with on the prairies if be will
caly go back to St. Paul.
While Dr. Leach is' offering to make
himself a martyr to science to demon-
strate uhether there is anything in his
theory that 'arsenic eaters are im-
mune from the plague the medical fra-
ternity takes the position that they
have no time to experiment while
they have their hands full fighting the
diacase.
Urged by Populace.
The populace on the other 'hand, is
cheering the Set Paul specialist on,
urging him to carry out his experi-
ments in the interests of humanity.
But 'here Dr. Leach balks. He will
not make himself a martyr unless he
has an audience. Until the local doc-
tors appoint a committee to watch
him bare his arms and face to the
beaks of the fever-laden insects he
will trot journey through the Italian
quarters, nor will he seek to demon-
strate the effect of the poison on the
stegyornia bite.
*The doctor is ready for the tests
whenever the physicians relent. He
took the dats arsenic pellet last night
'and asserted that he was competent
-to poison the largest and most power-
ful mosquito that e-ver tried to bore
its way into human flesh. He also
said he had three laymen among his
-disciples who had enlisted to take the
'treatment and then subject themselves
-to the bite of the pest-laden insect.
Hoot at the Theory.
But the New Orleans Medical so-
ciety and Parish Medical society'both
boot at his theory and refuse to lend
sanction or support. They say they
will not be parties to a suicick, wheth-
er it be in the interests of science, hu-
manity or plain notoriety.
"Eat arsenic to cure the plague?"
said ,one prominent physician today.
'It will cure it all right, but the cure
is as bad as the disease. One might
as well eat parrs green to prevent
death from drowning."
Dr. Leacb called on Mayor L. Behr
Foam at the city hall today in despair.
He almost wept as he described the
etorrineas of his fellow doctors in re-
fusing to witness his trials with the
arsenic, but added that he wished to
carry forward his experiment, inaa-
much as hundreds of persons are writ-
ing him and calling at the St. Charles
hotel, urging him to go on and meet
death.
Have Their Hands Full.
The mayor tiered his consolation,
explaining that the physicians here
object seriously to any deliberate ip-
octilations of yellow fever in this city
when they already have their hands
full fighting the malady. Dr. Leach
went away mournfully and supped off
two pills.
It is evident the medical fraternity
would be glad of Dr .Leach would re-
move himself and cease from asking
them to witness his rnertyrdom, and it
was with this, in view that a delegation
of doctors tonight offered to catch a
icegful of mosquitoes from the Italian
quarter and ship them to Minnesota
for use in experiments there. Dr.
Leach shakes his head at the sugges-
tion.
MEMORIAL TO ETHAN ALLEN.
Vermont Dedicators Tower to the
Hero of the Revolution.
Burlington, Vt., Aqg.
Front's state holiday, the anniversary
of the battle of :Bennington, was 
r.alized today by the dedication of a
mew/mat' tower to the revolutionary
patriot, Ethan Allen, in this city, with
Vice President Fairbanks as the prin-
cipal speaker. President Roosevelt
was represented by Secretary of the
Interior Hitchcock, and Gov. Bell, of
Vermont. and Gov. McLane, of New
liampehire, also participated. Vice
President Fairbanks arrived here yes-
terday.
TRAIN HITS DEPOT.
Locomotive Hurled Into Building at
Rushville, Ind.
Indianapolis, Aug. I6.-A locomo-
tive and two freight cars on the Penn-
sylvania railroad, were hurled into
the passenger station at Rushville by
a collision with a Cincinnati, Hamil-
ton and Dayton passenger train, and
thirteen persons were injured. When
the locomotive plowed its way
through the walls of the building a
panic started in which six persons
were injured shriously. Five persons
HOD CARRIERS GET $44 WEEK.
Budding Boom in Chicago Has Sent
Wages Soaring.
Gifts-ago, Ill, Aug. 134---The 'hod car-
net 'has at last come into his own.
Drawing a weekly stioend of between
$35 and $44, he can now afford to
laugh at the clerks and salesmen who
/lave regarded him as their inferior
and look upon himself as the fit asso-
ciate for trust magnates and bank
presidents.
A building boom in Chicago has
sent the wages of the hod carrier up
the ladder which he has often climbed.
For eight hours' was. rk they receive 30
cents an hour. After that they get
45 cents an hour and ion Sundays and
Srattrrdays 6o cents an hour. Few of
them are working less than twelve
and fourteen hburs a day.
MOB WAS AFTER POLICEMAN.
Stormed New York Station Because
Copper Clubbed Man.
New York, Aug. 15.-The East
Twenty
-second-street police station
was stormed list night by a crowd
numbering several hundred persons,
who demanded revenge on Patrolman
Hale, who had clubbed John Hogan
into unconsciousness. Hogan, accord-
ing to the policeman, with several,
companions had been blocking a side-
walk, and when ordered to "move,
on," had attacked Hale with a hatch-
et. Hogan was removed to a hos-
pital, where it was said that his skull'
was fractured, and that he would
probably die. The crowd finally
persed.
FOR BENNINGTON'S CREW
Taps Are Sounded and the Farewell
Volleys Fired.
San Diego, Cal., Aug. 15.-The final
rites over the dead of the Bennington
were performed at:the military ceme-
tery at Fort Rosecrans yesterday aft-
ernoon, in the presence of the surviv-
ors of the Bennington, the officers
and crew of the Chicago, and a large
concourse of people. The exercises
were simple. Chaplain A. W. Stone,
of the Navy, read the Episcopal serv-
ice. The gravea were strewn with
flowers, the usual volleys ,were fired
and the bugler sounded taps.
FIRE IN HISTORIC HOUSE.
Structure in Which President Monroe
Died Partially Destroyed.
New York, Aug. 15.-The ancient
three-story and attic house at Elm
and Prinoe streets, in which President
oftrOe died OTT July 4, T831. wasspar-
tially destroyed by fire early this
morning. The fire started in a rag
store in the basement. Several weeks
ago a bronze tablet commemorating
James Monroe's death there was
placed on the house.
Killed When Train Struck Auto.'
Rutland,, Vt, Aug. 15.-Harris
Lindley, deputy police commissioner
of New York City, and Miss Evelyn
P. Willing, of Chicago. were killed at
Pike's crossing, near 'Bennington, Vt.,
yesterday afternoon, when the :auto-
mobile in which they were traveling
from Manchester, Vt.. to Williams-
town, Mlass., was struck by a train on
The branch division of the Rutland
railroad from North Bennington. Am-
brose Cramer, of Chicago, the young
nephew of Miss Willing, and J. Ad-
amson, the chauffeur, were thrown
out and badly cut and bruised, but
not dangerously.
Meets Violent Death.
Middletown, N. Y., Aug. Ia.-Ste-
phen Caldwell, of Phillipsport, is dead
from being struck by a train near his
borne. Hi was eighty-six years of
age. Caldwell was in the rush to the
California gold fields in 1849. He
made a fortune. While returning by
the sea route the vessel wap burned,
and, though many lives were lost, he
was picked up after floating a long
time.
Later he returned to California, and
was badly injured in a mine disaster.
New Process for Steel.
New York, Aug. 15.---Charles M.
Schwab, who returned to this city
from' Bradock, Pa., yesterday, reveal-
ed for the first time that his trip
abroad is for the purpose of investi-
gating On Germany a new and secret
process for the manufacture of steel,
which may have an important bearing
on the future of that industry.
Killed Girl With a Rifle.
Mt. Vernon, Ky., Aug. 15.-While
handling a small 'rifle Suntlay after-
noon at Sparks' quart), a ten-year-old
son of William Mloore accidentally
shot Ida Sexton, aged fifteen, through
the bead. Death resulted in half an
hour. Miss Sexton was standing in
the doorway with a baby in her arms.
The fall injured the child.
BRITISH SQUAD IN BALTIC.
Londors, Aug. 15.-The British chart
eel squadron, consisting of eleven bat-
tleships, eight cruisers and a flotilla of
torpedo boats, under the command of
Sir Arthur Wilson, sailed from Spit-
head today bound for the Baltic Sea.
During the cruise the sqtradron will
visit Youiden, Graa Deep, Sysinemun-
de and Nenfahrwasser.
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GOLDEN WEDDING
VENERABLE •COUPLE OF THE
COUNTY CELEBRATE HAP-
PY ANNIVERSARY.
"Tao Hundred Guests With Many Rel-
atives Present to Enjoy the
Occasion.
Mr. B. F. Purdsom and wife, Mrs.
Fannie Purdum, celebrated their gold-
en wedding Tuesday at their home at
Massac, this county, after living hap-
pily together for so years. There were
quite a number iorf relatives present
and with the presence of many neigh-
bors and friends the crowd was swell-
ed to the number of over 200 guests.
A big barbecued dinner with other
lucious dishes was prepared in elegant
style and the people were happily ens
lertained.
. and Mrs. Purdom are in good
health and promise to live many years
yet to be with their many friends and
relatives. Mr. Purdom is 79 years of
age of Mrs .Purdom 68.
The immediate relatives who were
present were: Mrs. Ma ner va Gho I st ors,
ci the county, and Mrs. Jennie Brad-
ley, of Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Hines, of the county; Mrs. Jennie Far
dell, and Mrs, Walter Fardell and
children, of Metropolis; Mrs. 011ie
Powell and son, of Indianapolis; 'Mt.
and Mrs. F. G. Rudolph, of Paducah;
Mr. C. F. Anderson, wife and chil-
dren, and Mrs. John Rice and daugh-
ter, of Paducah; Mrs. J. S. Pryor and
daughter, Mrs. 0. D. Allcock, John
W. Fry, wife and son, of Melber. All
the children, son-in-laws, daughter-in-
laws and grandchildren were present,
who attended the wedding of Mr. and
Mrs. Purdom. They were: Mrs. Man-
rva Gliolston, Mrs. Jennie Bradiey,
sisters of Mfrs. Putdom, and Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. 
'Hines.The occa ion will long be remem-
bered by those who were there.
SHE SLEEPS STANDING UP.
Aged Cleveland Woman Has Done
This for Twenty Years.
For twenty years Mary Dickerson,
a domestic in the family of Mrs.
EL Smoot, has slept at night leaning
against a walk while standing on her
feet, says a Cleveland spacial to the
Kansas City Journal. Her case hasjust come to the knowledge of the
local physician, and has created
much interest. 
.
Mrs. Dickerson l is 79 years of age,
a small woman, but exceedingly
strong and wiry for one of her years.
She informed the physicians that for
more than fifty years she was addict-
ed to the use of morphine, bet has
cured herself of the 'hibit through
becoming converted at a religious
revival.
"It's this way," she said. "When I
took the dope I had the most terri-
ble dreams. The more morphine I
took the worse the dreams got. I
found that when I took the dope and
went to bed I would dream of falling
into bell's fire or going through the
worst tortures. I just couldn't stand
it, and I'd have to get up and take
Mare dope. I couldn't afford that. I
had just money enough to buy a lit-
tle of the stuff at a time an couldn't
afford to take it day and night. So I
started to sleep in a chair. That was
better, but the dreams still came, and
so I started to sleep standing up.
Then I :had no bad dreams, and I've
kept it up ever since. I couldn't
sleep in bed. now if I wanted to."
RUSSIANS AFTER
ANOTHER LOAN
Will Be Difficult to Obtain Money to
Continue War.
dyster Bay, Aug. 16.-Interest is
manifested by President Roosevelt in
the visit of Jacob H. Schiff, Isaac Sel-
igman, Oscar Strauss and Adolph
Lernisoha to Mt. Witte, the chief Rus
can plenipotentiary to the peace con-
ference at Portsmouth. While the con
ference related to the efforts to amel-
iorate the condition of Jews in Rus-
sia, it is presumed here that the sub-
ject of a loan is under consideration.
Baron Kaneko, who called on the pres
ident yesterday, ic known to be keep-
ilia in close tRuch on behalf of Japan
with the financial interests of this
country. He does not believe that
Russia will he able to raise money in
Wall street for the continatince of war
although she may obtain money to in-
sure peace, and he so informed the
president Monday.
LIGHTNING STRUCK CHURCH
Storm at Midnight Did Considerable
Damage at Harrodsburg.
Harrod.burg, y., Aug. z6.-One of
the worst storms ever known here
passed over the city at midnight.
Lightning struck the Baptist church
and burned the paint off the cupalo.
James' livery stable was also struck
and one horse injured. The forty an-
inialri there were terror-stricken, and
their neighing could be heard above
the noise of the storm. The house of
Mrs. Rosa Brawn was unroofed. Ithuch
minor damage was done,
All the men employed by the Amer
ican Bridge Company .in New York
destroyed struck in response to orders from the
scribneec .headquartera of the international
theater. • a h union at Cleveland. /;4.; Rusin_ ft,
The Louisville
Evening Post,
An Independent Newspaper at the
Rate of Only
25e PER MONTH BY MAIL.
A department for everybody.
FAIREST EDITORIALS,
BEST POLITICAL ARTICLES,
BEST MISCELLANY,
BEST SHORT STORIES,
BEST BOOK REVIEWS,
BEST CHILDREN'S PAPER,
BEST HOME NEWS,
BEST CONDENSED NEWS,
BEST MARKET REVIEWS,
BEST OF EVERYTHING.
PRICE BY MAIL:
ONE YEAR $3.00
SIX MONTHS 
 $2.00
THREE MONTHS $1.3!
ONE MONTS 
 50(
Sample copy if you wish.
Address Circulation Dept.,
THE EVENING POST,
Louisville, Ky.
AN1 MAN MAY
create an estate in an hoar that would
require a long life to earn otherwise,
by •protecting his life in the North-
western Mutual Life, ,the best corn-
parr.' in America.
C. B. Hatfield
General Nfanagar.
Four Gents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE rats.
GREEN GRAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Rkxors," has moved from
sod Broadway to log South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
ers.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
if
Office, 306 Broadway-Pbone 1110.
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone '4g.
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has $tmase
worth of city property for sale an/
thirty-five farms: also three safes.
Houses for rent.
Telephone, old, 166s.
D. 0. u'ARK
IATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
PADUCAH. KY.
General Practice.
ao8-ato Fraternity Building.
Office also Park Bldg, Mayfield Ky.
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
Democratic Speaking.
The city candidates for the various
offices to be voted for at the demo-
cratic primary Aug. 2r will speak at
following time and place. Everybody
invited to come out and hear them.
The speakings will occur at 8 o'clock
p. m. at the places and on the dates
below given;
Fire station, corner Jones and
Tenth streets, August 15.
Savage voting place, corner Six-
teenth and Monroe, August
County court blouse, August 17.
Market house, August i8.
City hall, August 19.
Come one, come all, and bring your
friends and heir what they have to
say. Every citizen should be inter-
ested in the affairs of the municipal
government of hi', city. Bring your
wives and children; nothing will be
said or done that will mar the tender-
est refinement of the hearers.
No Rut Now
To cause the fresh paint to blister.
Painting done now will stay painted
if we do the work.
Warren & Son, 114 North Sixth.
Phone MI-A.
For perfection and ;rarity smoke
Elk Dream 10e cigar.  
Do You Want To Rent
Buy or Sell Real Estate Or
Insure Your Property?
CONSULT THIS COMPANY. NO REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONOF ANY KIND TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL TO BE HANDLEDIN OUR PLACE. WE HAVE A THOROUGH EQUIPMENT; EX-PERT INFORMATION AND PROMPT SERVsICE. EITHER CALL,TELEPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE
S. T. RAN DLE, Manager
MECHANICS' AND FARMERS' SAVINGS BANK-REAL ESTATE
DEPARTMENT
 •"
4
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class job by an
expert workman? If you do take
It to
John 3.
 
Bleich, jeweler.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
4.444144.4444411444+44-1-141-1.-1-44
J E. COULSON,
LUMBING.
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paductst.h, Kentucky.
Capital and Surplus $1/515,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per anntun on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to $10 per year u to alas. You carry your owi
key and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open underja: new
managements for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best, accommodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. & CO.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky:
 
4
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPdN EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, ifoo TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY. re
Paducah Transfer Company
•
(Incorporated.)' 44
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe '
And Household Goods. Both 'Ithones is] '"
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt. .
•
Abram L. Well Se Co
' FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, SteamilBoiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726,4
A,
of
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385
-Residence 1696
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FURFRAUD EXPOSE
WAR DEPARTMENT MAY OR-
DER ARREST ON STRONG'S
• REPORT.
Evidence Secured by Inspector Strong
Which Seems Sufficient to Con-
vict Rascally Officials.1 •
I
111
at
451
Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 16.—Major
F. S. Strung, of the inspector gener-
al's department expects to return to
Wdshington today to make his report
regarding the charges that the gov-
ermnent has been defrauded of $150,-
000 recently in the fur coistracts hand-
led at the Schuylkill arsenal, and ar-
rests may be the outcome of his state
anent.
Sensational testimony regarding Wei
relatkns between army contractors
and between contractors and govern-
ment inspectors was given by witness-
es, and one contractor declined to give
any further evidence before Major
Strong until he had consulted with
lawyers.
Obeyed Orders.
'A subinspector at the arsenal testi-
fied that he had attempted to reject
worthless goods from a contractor,
but had been ordered fly the inspector
over him to permit the goods to be
accepted by the government. Anoth-
er witness declared that he knew of
several instances where money had
passed between contra.ctoso and inspec
tors.
At the close of the evening session
of the investigating court Major
Strong said:
'VkThile I have not completed my
v.ork her,. I Oink I have certain evi-
dence to prove that the government
has been defrauded of large amounts.
All question of arrests or criminal or
civil prosecutions will depend upon
the action of the war department. The
frauds have been far more widespread
than I ever imagined and there are
many complication* upon which I feel
anxious to consult with the depart-
ment before going further."
During'the evidence of F. P. Kam-
hot: , the name of Chief Inspector
Gladdings was mentioned for the first
time in connection with the acceptance
by the government of poor goods from
tone contractor.
Kamitiolz was a former partner of
Morris Busch, former .councilman and
contractor, who declined to give any
further testimony today. Mr. Kam-
holz declared that the (arm had a coin
plete set of books that would show
everything.
Rotten Skins Accepted.
Just heh-re Kamholz testified Sub-
inspector Beckett gave evidence that
in going over ninny lots of fur caps
and gloves furnished the government
by Busch he bad found the skins so
rotten as to be useless, the workman-
ship very pore and the leather of the
worst kind.
"And yet you accepted these goods
for the governmentl" he was asked.
"I was .ordered to do so by my su-
perior. Inspector CI:aria-IC the wit-
ness replied, "so what else was there
for me to do?" The feature of the
day's investigation came, however, in• the opening of the re-examination of
Kamholz. Asked frr411 what firms
Busch secured the muskrat furs with
which he made caps tinder Taggares
contraet for $1.1?, the witness replied:
"The skins were Minnesota fall
65.000 came from Uhlinien's in New
cents at a time when good skins werebringing about 35 cents."
would fall apart in handling. Some
skins of such poor quality that they
Co. of Montreal. They cost about 12
York, and about 30,000 from Pierce &
RAIDED BAND OF
SLICK SWINDLERS.
New York Wire
-Tapping Bunco Gang
• 
Drawn Into the Toils.
New York, Aug. 16.—Having been
informed that a band of swindlers,
posing an wire
-tappers, had netted a
large suns by the familiar confidence
method of pretending to hold backel
race results going by wire to pecti-
n:roma, the police have raided a brown
stone .front house, handsomely furn-
ished, in West Forty-fifth street. Nine
iron, alleged to be members of the
gang, were arrested. Eight of the
prisoners already had their pictures
in the rogue's gallery.
Police reserves were called 'out to
help in the charge on theo building.
Officers limbed up the front and en-
teI4d by the parlor window. Eleven
men were within, and they made a
,wild dash to escape. Two succeeded,
hut the others were held up at the
back fence and submitted without a
struggle.
On the wall of one room was found
a telephone, which appeared to have
been in use for some months. A tele-
graph instrument in the corners was
merely a blind, labile the walls were
covered with racing charts.
'All of the prisoners were stylishly
'dressed, and the majority of them
were elderly, gray-haired men, who
looked like prosperous brokers. They
chaffed the police, and declared they
would be set free in short order, but
were locked tip for the night. Many
ocmiplaints have 'been made by per-
sons swindled through the wire-tap-
ping game, one man halting lost $5o.-
000 a few moritho ago.
ak
I'
• rpc a Week for The Register.
CONSOLIDATES FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS IN MEMPHIS.
Consummation of One of the Largest
Deals Attempted South.
• 
,Louisville, Aug. i6.—John Tevis.
the local attorney, who has been in
Memphis for several weeks, has just
consummated a deal consolidating
five financial institutions of that cityk
with a combined capital of $3,000,000.
The operation is one of the largest of
its sort this has ever been accom-
plished in the South, and the carry-
ing of it to completion, as well as the
preliminary steps looking to this end,
were entirely engineered and man-
aged by Mk. Tevis.
Two trust companies and three
banks become one concern under tile
new arrangemen4 with control ci/
such a capital as makes the new or-
ganization one of the most powerfol
of its sort in Tennessee. The first
step was the absorption of the Amer-
ican bank by the Merchants' Trust
Company. This was effected several
days ago. The next deal was that by
which tbe NEemphis National Bank
and Trust Company was taken in.
pe details of this unification have
not yet been completed, but all the
preliminary steps have been arranged.
The Merchants' Trust Company,
which has a capital stock of torics000,
is to be the absorbing concern of the
entire consolidation, and the Mems
phis Savings Bank and the Memphis
National Bank will also be taken in.
ROCKEFELLER TO TALK.
Missouri Official to Interview Oil
King in Investigation.
Jefferson City, NW., Aug. 16.—At-
torney General H. S. Hadley, who
wild leave for the East today to be--
gin a private Investigation into meth-
od* of the Standard Oil Company,
said his inquiry would include an in-
terview vaith John D. Rockefeller.
MO. Hadley will use the information
Ise derives from Mr. Rockefeller and
other officials of the Standard who,
he says, have decided to talk of some
of the affairs of the trust, at the re-
sumption of the ouster proceedings
against the corporation.
NOTED ACTRESS DYING.
Miss Johnstone Bennett Found Pen-
niless at Los Angeles.
Los Angelee, Aug. 16.—Miss John-
stone Vennett, a few years ago the
best-known impersonator of male
characters in America, is now slowly
dying at Hotel Nadeau, penniless and
almost deserted. Only Miss Mary
Graham, who accompanied her when
she starred in "A Female Drummer."
has clung to her. Miss Bennett's
life has been romantic. Wrecked on
the Jersey coast when an infant, she
grew up not knowing her father's
name nor her own age and country.
LIVES MENACED
BY CURIOSITY.
Seven Look Into Gas Well and Are
Hurt in Explosion.
Indianapolis, Aug. 16.—Curiosity
Almost cost the lives of seven per-
sons at Pennville, when gas in an
abandoned well exploded. The seven
residents wanted to see what the in-
side of the gas well looked like. One
lifted the lid and, as all kaned over
to peep down, struck a match. In-
santly there was an explosion and all
seven were badly buried.
DUE TO SPREADING RAILS.
Two Passengers Hurt in the Wreck
of the Pittsburg Express.
Corry, Pa., Aug. 16.—The night
Pittsburg express on the Allegheny
Valley railroad, which left Buffalo at
11 o'clock last night, was wrecked by
a spreading rail near Hydetown early
today. The rear engine and seven
cars left the rails. The passengers
had narrow escapes, but only two re-
received slight injuries. The track
was torn up for a hundred yards and
traffic was blocked until late today.
OFFERED $75,000 FOR CLAIM
Boston, Aug. 15.—An offer of $75,-
coo has been made to J. C. Rhodes, a
Roxbury photographer, said to he a
cousin of Cecil Rhodes, by the Eng-
lish authorities to stop the prosecu-
tion of a claim for $t0000,bon now
held on chancery and deposited in the
Bank of England 299 years ago.
KILLED TWO NEGROES
AND WOUNDED THREE.
Cordele, Ga., Aug. 15.—Near Oak-
field, eighteen miles southwest, a
woodsman named Mal•fis, waylaid by
negroes with whom he had quarreled,
drew his revolver, shot two negroes
dead and wounded three.
NINE INJURED IN WRECK.
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 15—Six passen
gers and three trainmen were injured
in a Burlington wreck at Utica, Neb.,
today. They were brought to Lincoln
hospitals. Three of the initired are in
a serious conditiont
Peasant riots are recurring in the
Otsstina district of Spain. Bands of
famine
-stricken men are pillaging the
farms. Troops have been sent to the
scene.
Charles King, an Amefican, will fie
hanged at Echnonston, N. W. T., Au-
gust .3t, for the verdict of an English
Prostucter• framed Hayward, last fall.
PANIC ON A LAKE
PASSENGER-CROWDED STEAM-
ERS DISABLED IN HIGH
WINDS.
When Hope Seemed Gone Helping
Hands Came to Rescue—Hero-
ism Displayed.
I
Buffa:o, Aug. i6.—Wit b rudder
gone, smokestack blown overboard
and upper works almost a wreck, the
steamier Idlewild, with 25o passen-
gers on board, drifted toward a rocky
Whore in a storm for an hour late yes-
terday. Women fainted, children
screamed and men knelt in prayer,
expecting every moment to be their
last.
Alongside floated the surfboat from
the United States life-saving station,
but everr the men paid'by the govern-
ment to assist those in peril on the
lake dared give no help. They re-
mained close, not daring to approach
nearer the vessel, and were ready to
pick up as many survivors as possi-
ble if the ship should dash to pieces
on the rocks.
Brave Captain to Rescue.
That the vessel and the lives of
those on board were saved was due
to the bravery of Capt. Cassino, of
the steamer Darius Cole. Though his
boat also carried hundreds of pas-
sengers who became panic-stricken in
the storm, he refused to leave the
side of the disabled vessel until lines
had been made fast to half a dozen
tugs, and it was tooled out of the
danger.
The Idlewild was off Windmill
Point when it was struck by the fu-
rious storm which swept over Lake
Erie. Its rudder and smokestack
were carried away almost instantly,
and to make matters worse tire an-
chors refused to hold on the rocky
bottom. Distress signals were sent
up and the lifeboat soon appeared, but
could give no aid. Then the tug Bab-
cock arrived and succeeded in getting
a• line aboard the disabled steamer.
Tug Is Also Adrift
A huge wave struck the tug and
swept it around, and the line became
entangled in its propeller, rendering
the tug helpless. Thus there were
two vessels instead of one drifting
momentarily nearer the rocks, against
which the waves pounded.
The passengers and even the offi-
cers of the Idlewild had given up
hope when the Darius Cole hove in
sight. Capt. Cassino brought the big
side-wheeler near enough to' the Idle-
,wild to get a line on board .her, but
the cable was immediately snapped.
Panfcastricken possengers begged
the captain of the Cole to take them
to port, but be refused to leave the
disabled vessel. He stuck by the
Idlewild, doing what he could to keep
it from the shore, until finally half a
dozen tugs arrived at full speed fsom
Buffalo. After an 'hour's battle with
the water they succeeded in getting
the disabled steamer to port. •
Sound Steamer Is Sunk.
iBlock Island, R. I., Aug. t6.—The
steamer New Shoreham while enter-
ing the harbor on her trip from Prov-
idence, with too passengers, stook a
sunken wreck and after an exciting
run for the dock sank ,to the main
deck just as she ranged alongside the
pier. The passengers were able to
land over the usual gang plank.
The New Shoreham was about half
way across the harbor when she
struck the wreck. The collision rip-
ped open a hole several feet wide in
her bottom„ hut notwithstanding the
steady inrush of the water the fire-
nen and the engineer, headed by
Chief Engineer John Quinlan, of
Providence, stuck to their posts.
When 'the steamier was within too
yards of the dock the water put out
the fires.
FOUND DYING ON SIDEWALK
Kansas City Business Man Fell From
a llospital Window.
Kansas City, Aug. t6.—Herbert
Mills, formerly treasurer of the Jarvis
Conklin Mortgage Trust company, of
this city, was found today lying on. the
sidewalk in front of Bethany hospital,
Kansas City, Kan., where he was an
inmate, and died two hours later. His
skull had been crushed. He had eith-
er jumped or fell through his window
on the second floor. Mills' home re-
cently had been at Burlington, Ia. His
widow and two children live at Quin-
cy, Ill.
DIVIDEND IN STANDARD OIL.
New York, Aug. i6.—The Standard
Oil company, of New Jersey, has de-
clared a dividend for the quarter of
$6 a share, payable September to The
previous dividends, were $9 a share,
payable June r5, and $r5 a share, pay-
able March 15, making $3o a share
declared so far this year, against $29
a share in the corresponding period
of last year.
ruin was started on the Miners'
and Merchants' bank at Flat River,
Mo., by a pamphlet issued in revenge
by a former employe of the institu-
tion, in which unsafe management
was alleged.
On View.
(Yonkers Herald
"He's a fine speciman of man."
"Yes; be's Usually makinig an exhi-
bitive of bialsolf."
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WE HAVE RECEIVED A LARGE AND COMPLETE LINE- OFNEW MOLINE WAGONS, AND A SK THE PUBLIC TO CALL ANDINSPECT THEM. OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS YOU WILLPAY FOR A MUCH CHEAPER WAGON.
WE, ALSO, HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF BUGGIES, SUR-RIES, RUN-ABOUTS, SPRING WAGONS AND PHAETONS
OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS THE MOST COMPLETE INTHE CITY.
WE, ALSO, CARRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF HARNESS,SADDLES, COLLARS AND BRIDLES.
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSESTOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.
JOHN G. REHKOPPF BUGGY CO. 
•
44.44
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Excursions
+++++++++++++
St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and beg
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip tolennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasing, widen
and rest; good service, good table;
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, Superintendent; Frank I...
Brown, '.%-ent.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
btcyVes
• FUrtrzithrte.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-220 Court at. Old phone 13111
Clem Fransioli,
Moving wagon in connection.
W. Mike Oho= Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Thos B. McGregory,
Benton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room TI4 Fraternity Building.
New Phone rta. Old Phone 303.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone 196. aooToi Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dicated.
.s
El. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE Tao NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence nil Office au
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Building
DEAL'S bilrncdhma
I.. F'hone, 136-ted. .6 1
BARRY & HENNEBERGER
BOTH PHONES
SOLE AGENT FOR
LITZERNg COAL.
AUGUST DELIVERY,
LUMP 
EGG
NUT 
11e
110
• • • 100
at 
 MB Ig.50;11ili 
 IN
EDGARLW,WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
/ADMAN REAL EST/VT-is: WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS, EASli
MONTHLY PAYMENT' LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
ILDG • gt W. WHITTEMOR.r.. Paducah. U.-
 .,
HEATI NG
Hot Water - M. Steam
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
11•04<",
ED. D. HANNAN.
 a
Everyone Invited
TO USE THE NEW PHONE WHEN TELEPHONING TO THE
CAMP. 
. 1111 
-) oule. 411...•••
Express Service.
WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS TO HANDLE
ALL CAMP CALLS PROMPTLY. ooloosis000motaborhormiemows
Peoples' Independent Telephone Co.
 sane
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The Open Door.
Though clearly against .her direct
coainsertial interest Japan has won
,favor in the eyes of the United States
failtillaGlseat Britain particularly by in-
sisting on an open door in Manchuria
and China in preparing the expected
treaty with Russia. Japan might have
*entred this right for herself alone but
would have lost much prestige ia &aw-
ing so, for en open door in the far
East certainly concerns the world
but its two greatest rations most of
all. e .The open door is, as the Na‘hville
Banner says, the doctrine that the
Visited States and preat 'Britain have
held as opposed tol"the sphere of in-
iloence" policy of the continental rat-
-lions of Europe, and its derision would
be one of the most noteworthy re-
' lasedlessil tbe Jaasswa-Japariese war,
Article four of the Japanese demand
which wite:ffieposed of at Tuesday's
session of the peace conference, pro-
vides mutual pledges .o preserve the
integrity of China and to keep its
Ccnnanerce optisteselkik world. This ar-
ticle was agreed' to inanimously, and
that fact indicates a marked triumph
of the British-American policy. The
infiltrate of both Great Britain and
/he United States is evidenced in this
Japanese demame and the alacrity
with which it secure4 the Russian as-
sent. There would leave been no war
if Rusaia.had assented to this policy
in the beginning, and had given evi-
dence of good faith in its observance.
This is also an indication of the dis-
interested position of Japan. No eel-
fish control it sought in the control of
Citisseite territory or commerce. In
securing this, concession Japan allows
the uutside world to share in the re-
sults of its victory. Russia unques-
tionably intended to appropriate a
large portion of China to its own use,
and but for Japanese inferferences
other European nations would. have
followed the lifuss. iao example.
Lord Charles Beresford made a tour
through the United States iseveral
years ago preaching "the open door."
Secretary of Skate John Hay recog-
mired the necessity of such a policy
ifor the welfare of American com-
merce and nude it the subject of dip-
lomatic correspondence,
The greatest me•nace to the open
door in China isaac the Ruesian ores-
pation of Manchuria. The Japanese
have put an end to this obstrtsction,
and the resuk of the war will establish
the Policy on it firm basis.
The dream of partitioning, Chine
entertained a few years ago by eon-
taientut Eirrope is passed.
?olitice do make strange bed fel-
lows. Here as an incident in evidence:
In tbsi replan convention in the
Chautauqua ssembly district in New
:York the other day. Mr. Nixon
was 'True in nemination for his six-
teenth term by his democratic oppan-
gist alla° t898-ned the nemination was
s4sconded by his 'democratic opponent
of two.
The approach of the ides of No-
xernber and the falling of the ballots
then to occur has caused many of the
leaditig democratic papers of the
state to give thought to the prosrposed
change in the voting system of the
state. The opposition to the return
to the open ballot incr.eases rapidly as
the papers express themselves.
The contenti,ons over which the Rus •
sian and Japan peace envoys could
split or fail to agree have, it is gener-
ally admitted, been left tot the last.
These questions are indemnity, Sak-
halin, fishing rights,. warships and
railroads. The six smaller articles,
therefore, are the only ones settled.
The man who gets the most conso-
lation- out of a lawsuit is the lawyer
engaged. No matter how the suit re-
sults he always fee(l)s good.' Think
tof the lawyer when you think of giv-
ing hint a suit. If it is him you would
Make happy then bring the suit.
There is a rapidly growing unani-
mity of Opinion that Russia will, after
respectfully parleying for better terms
accept Japan's demands for peace.
The hear is only squirming -against
the halter which it knows it must
ose-ar.
"fli* jatiainese having made all othei
Cif thetr throw downs in the game at
Portsmouth . are now saying "Come
seven." That they will "craps" ap-
pears to be their luck.
Don't take too much to heart your
troubles. Roses grow where thorns
are found. Look beyond all thornet
in hie for the roses which can be
found near by.
The dry rot seems to have hit the
Kitty league right where it should live
but doeset. The Kitty evidently is
only living to save burial expenses.
Honor Among Business Men.
(Collier's.)
story is told by Robert Ogden
about a friend of his, not long dead,
who held securities in a certain rail-
road. Being told, and from a source
to leave no doubt, that the road was
about to collapse, ite refuse' to sell,
not wishing to ` shiftb the loss upon a
purchaser. He had no large arnotuft
of money, but be was rich in some-
thing better. With ati the venal
trickery that is being exposed, we
lean to a belief that men like this
ain't in America in larger nunsbers
today than they did five, a dozen, or
twenty years ago. We hope there
will aoon be fewer %kb salaries like
those of Senator Depew, and fewer
corporations which seek to have theirlawyers in the legislatures. "Old-
fashioned honesty,"" Mr. Cleveland
says, but he must be referring to
some period before the civil war.
Americans are now enckairoring to
halt a plunging commercial' dishones-
ty that took its impetus 'with the im-
mense practical activity of the nation
after '65. In a sense we are a new
nation from that date. President El-
iot has spoken of business as one of
the learned professions, and so, in
many of its divisions, it is Coming to
he. Mire Tar-bell, in the latest of her
Riockef oiler sbudies, draws some
graphic features of the most discour-
agingly successful money-grabber in
the world. It ie hot a pretty picture,
tanaposed as it is of greed, cruelty
and disgusting, piety. "According as
you put something in," be observed
to a ,Clevelaad Sunday-school, "the
greater wild be your dividend, of sal-
vation." ?But he is not the type of
business man who represents the fut-
ure. His like are on the wane. The
responsibilities arid opportunities of
money are becoming more widely
underetood, and its mere rapacious
accumulation tends every day more
to become a source of shame.
CHANGE OF BOOKQ'MANIPULATING ITS MINTAGE.Gr a v Monetary disis Is Feared in
China, Says Berlin Banker.
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IN COUNTY SCHOOLS CAUSED
BY STATE CONTRACT,
Expense Not Heavy, However, as
Many Are Already in Use
By Scholars,
. The McCracken county public
schools .are using new books this
term, the state" book contract hav-ing gone into effect this year, but
the expense will no fall so heavily
on the residents as in other counties
because the :county has been using
all the boOks .of a higher price,
which were adopted last year.
The following is a list of the state
adoption which dtd not go into effect
last s esson in this county because of
a technicality,, and provitles for an
exchange price for old books:
• Exchange Retail
Price. Price.
The Modern Pronounce-
ing Speller $cao6 $0.12
NfIcGuffey's Revised Ec-
lectic Primer 
 
New •McGuffey's
Reader . 
New ,McGuffey's Sec-
ond Reader 
New MeGaffey's Third
Reader , .1
New McGuffey'a Fourth
Reader 
 
New aficGuffey's Fifth
Reader 
Ray's iNtbdeen Primary. .
'Arithmetic 
Ray's Modern Intellect-
u4,1 Arithmetic 
Ray's Modern Element-
ary Arithmetic 
Ray's Mlodern Practi-
cal Arithmetic 
Natural Primary Geog-
raphy 
 
•
Natural Complete
Geography 
Long's New Language
Exercises, Part I 
Long's New Language
'Exercises, Part II 
 
o8
Long's Lessons in .Eng-
 .12
First
Uncle Stun'a Bumpers.
(New York World.)
Once again the southwest monsoon
has brought disappointn4nt to the
crop grower, of India, because it has
brought little rain. This happened
in 1895, in 1896 and in e899. It is
feared that we may look for more
tales of famine and 'distress such as
ccime of those dry years.
What drought may do in India war
its accoMpliehing in Russia. Men who
should be in the wheat acreages are
out under orders, to fight the battles
of rho' calm. The Indian wheat yield,
which was upward of 294.000p00
bitshels in 1903, and the Russian,
which was 552,000,000 the same year,
May be eirpeeted te) fall off greatly
in the current year. Meanwhile, along
-with peace and general posaperity,
these United States look forward to
a golden year in grain. Our wheat
(Trip, acearding to the government
'figures, will he at9noo,000 bushels,
an amount never bet once exceeded.
The more important crop, corn, will
birak the record with .a,698,000asoo
bushels,
Subscribe for the Register.
sh
rvey s New Lan-
guage Lessons 
Harvey's New English
Granimar 
Maxwell and Smith's
Writing in English 
New Century Element-4
sty Physiology •
New Century Inter-
mediate Physiology-
Elect le Printery His-
tory U S. 
New Electic
ea S. 
 
Kinkead's
Kentucky
Peterman'e
ernment
Rational
Books
(each)
(Specify in
Vertical or
Slant 
 
• 
 • .05
Out'of this of books the
following are. use:
fey's Primer first, second, third,
fourth and fifth reader, Natural Pri-
mary and Complete Geography, Long
exercises Nos. i and 2, Kinkead's
History of the United States and
Kentucky.
The total amount for the entire
list of books new is $8.73, and out of
this amount $4.04 can be subtracted
for hooks now in use. leaving asto-
tal of Lob; for actual new books to
be secured.
History,
'History of
Civil Gov-
Writing
Noe. 1-6
05 .10
.06 .1.2
.Io .20
.13 s .27
.06
- t
10
40
o6
.3s
.13
.20
.25
.40
.40
480
.12
20
•32
.27
.15
.20
•35
32
I. 21
• •
ordering
Medium i I
'number
now in
40
. .65
•55
•30
.41
•70
•65
' .45
WHEN REFORMS
GO INTO EFFECT.
Czar Certain He Can Move Around
Freely Without Body Guards.
•
St. Petersburg, Aug. 16.-From an
authentic source your corres-
pondent is informed that the altered
project of the national assembly and
the amnesty ukase, which has been
prepared, give satisfaction to the
Zemstvoists. Their promulgation is
awaiting definite news from the peace
conference at Portsmouth. If Baron
Kornura does not modify his demands
the Czar will issue an appeal to the
people of Russia and will lay She case
before the powers in a diplomatic note.
ling was•thus ea-
t Miltutin:
th confer e al-
d Americus', in ion
hen the natlonal as
The general ••
pressed by C
"The Ports
ready has cam
in our favor
sembly meeto represent free Rus-
sia the, world's sympathy will be on
our side. The Japanese terms of
pace leave dernonsarated that _ the
yellow peril is real."
The 'Admiralty is showing consid-
erhble activity. It has lately dis-
patched submarines to the 'ex East.
The Amur river has been •tWned and
the Baltic coast defenses are being
reinforced. The granting of a na-
tional assembly is expected to unite
and pacify the country. On sarting
for Krasnoe Selo the other day 
'
to at-
tend a military parade the Czar said
to his body-guard: "I am certain
that as soon as the reforms are
granted I could move around liteelY
11 without body-guards."
'Brooklyn priest finds a negro burg-
lar in his chinch and captures hinliaf-
TSan Francisco, Aug. 16.-Carl Beek-
am, a 'Berlin banker, a recent ariiiiihere, who has been traveling exten-
sively in China, says that a grave
•monetary crisii is liable to occur in
China before long.
"That country," he goes on to say,
"seems to be manipulating its coiningin such a manner as to have a less
valuable coin circulating side by side
with one more valuable, and accord-ing to a well-known economic law,
the less valuable medium is likely todrive out the more valuable one and
cause a financial depression.
"Heretofore the 'cash," a copper
coin in value, equal to about one-
twentieth of the American-a-In Tlia,
been the chief coin in circulation. But
recently there has been an extensive
mintage of a coin called the 'cent.' • Itis equal to about ten 'cash.' Of the
former fully 1,700,000 were 
coinedlastyear, while the mintage of the 'cash'
has not been increased. Now, while
the value of the 'cent' is nominally
about ten times that of the 'cash' its
intrinsic value is not merely so much
larger, and I fear that the bess val-
uable, intrinsically, of the two coins
will drive out the other. I doubt if
the industrial stiength of China is
such as to make it prepared to sub-
stitute such a unit of money as the
'cent" for the 'much less valuable unit
on which all transactions have been
based in the past."
,
NEWS IN BRIEF
-It is announced from Madrid that
the Moroccan conference will meet
in that city.
Official of Geological Survey de-
clares men violated no regulations in
connection with magazines.
Mobile says enough bananas are
coming into that port to supply all
thc mokets of the country.
Highwaymen held up ani robbed
the Yosemite Valley stage near Grub
Gulch, Cal., and robbed many pas-
sengers of their valuables.
(The limns-Mississippi conference
is in session in Portland, Ore., with
several hundred delegates present.
Luther C. Thompson, of Chicago,
has a new submarine boat pattern
which government representatives are
examining.
Guthrie, Ky., big fair opens today.
Mrs. Carrie Nation is stopping at a
hotel in Louisville called the Bour-
bon, but the house is barless.,
A. Booth & Co., of Chicago, who
has been arraigned at Columbus, 0.,
as a trust, will fight the proceedings.
It is announced that Miss Alice
Roosevelt, while in the Far East, will
visit the city of Pekin by invitation
of the Queen Dowager.
The will of T. T. Hillman, who
latela died in Atlantic City, has been
probated at Birmingham, Ala. The
estate is valued at Ssoo,000.
The Lick Observatory in Califor-
nia reports the discovery of the sev-
enth satellite of Jupiter.
While in a lion's den, performing
at a circus entertainment in Clarks-
ville, Tenn., Charles Duncan, a train-
er of Louisville. was badly mangled'
by the enraged lion. His condition is
serious.
The reports of want among the
peasants of Spain grows with each
day. The conditions are most serious.
Mine anti-Semitic rioting is report-
ed from points in Russian-Poland.
Guiseppe Nicola°, one of Adelina
Patti's firtt music teachers, died Tues-
day in poverty in New York, aged 
8oyears.
The Commission on Affiliation of
Northern and Southern Methoiliat
churches reports great progress being
made.
Geerrge E. Pepper, labor leader, is
arrested in New York because he 
raftover the grass in Central park to save
his child from an automobile.
Three Long Island men are towed
twenty miles to sea by a monster sun-
fish and are finally forced to cut the
line. •
Milwaukee citizens petition for a
special election on the question of rais
ing the cost of saloon licenses.
Russell Sage says that he e:xpecta
to reach the age of too years, and that
he will see Misisouri Pacific stock go
to 200.
The Counfry's Call for Labor.
The Old Reliable
SIE Bernard Mining Co.,
Has REDUCED THE PRICE OF
COAL to:
NUT, 10c.
LUMP, - 1 1 c.
Now is the time to have your coal
house filled.
We have the best coal in the city.
City Office 123 South First Street.
BOTH PHONES.
J. T. Bishop, M'gr.
W._ a
Call Camp Yeiser Over
EAST TENNESSEE TEltPHONE CO.
Exclusive Exchange Connection
Independent Company's Exchange Connection
Discontinued.
a
 -
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NEWS IN BRIEF.
In Chicago while their baby lies
asleep on a table near by, James E.
Daly, a bartender, murders his wife,
locks saloon and flees, leaving child
and corps within.
Hugo Lieber, a New York chemist,
declares be has cornered the radium
menace
shMrs. Carrie Nation tells Bryan e
doesna think so highly of Folk since
he took a drink in Kansas.
Shaw oasts Virginia revenue col-
lector v.410 co-operates with boomers
of Fairbanks' for president.
Sysonby wins the $5o,coo Great Re-
public stakes at Saratoga, cantering
home three lengths in front of Oiseau,
with Broomstick third.
Members of Secretary Taft's party
1
in the Philippines are convened to
the idea of admitting products of the
islands free of duty.
(Providence Joional,)
It is no longer the South alone
bidding for laborers.. Every sectiOn
is competing witl? the others to se-
cure a sufficient 'number of men to
do the work that is waiting, and Can-
ada is trying to draw upon our inad-
equate supply by offering liberal tom.
missions to immigration agents for
all persons that can be induced to
locate in that country. Obviously;
with alb the additions to our poilula-
tion that the Atlantic liners are bring-
ing up in their steerages, we are get-
ting none too many new laborers to
work the resources of our country as
they should be -worked. Whatever
other objections may be made to this
vast army of immigrants, no valid
objection lies against its size. A mil-
lion newcomers a year is not, too
anany-perhaps not half enough-if
only- illut that *mild be a wean-
some repetition of what everybody
Thirteens on a Silver Quarter.
(New York Press.)
Superstiticm seems to be a part of
the mental composition of everyone,
and it commonly centers to a rooted
antipathy to the number thirteen.
This first of the teens ha. had to
steed for many an action that was ri-
diculous, and yet there is hardly any
persona who would sidestep an inch
or mournfully rail at fate should he
spy a silver quarter on the sidewalk.
Have you ever taken the trouble to
scan closely this small piece of silver?
If you have not, you may be surprised
to find on the eagle side that there are
thirteen arrows in•the buncWe, which
is clutched in the left claw, thirteen
laurel leaves on the branch in the oth-
er claw, thirteen stem at its head, thir
teen letters in the Latin inscription,
"E Pluribus Thrum" thirteen letters
in the word "quarter dollar," thirteen
stripes on the shield, and on the front
of the silver piece thirteen stars sur-
rounding the liberty head and thirteen
leaves in liberty's crown. This array
of thirteen ia in commemoration of
the origioal thirteen states which coin
priaed the Union.
Peril of the Polar Ice Floe.
' (Brooklyn Eagle.)
The crushing force of the Kota that
cover the northern seas is not to be
guessed by those arho:rve not seen
them. They are not . ch films and
catea as we nee in our bays and rivers,
butt are acres and mfiles in extent,
oftn e solidly compacted, piled one on
the other, each floe from fifteen to six-
ty feet thick and representing 'not the
freeze of a single winter but the con-
secutive formations of years. Advance
1 throughjauch 'a floe is as impossibleas it wcitild he to sail a ship througha city Aster. The navigator mustWait patiently for "leads" and take ad
vantage of even momentary openings
when tides and currents break chan-
nels through the mass.
1 
He Spares His Friends.
(Philadelphia Record.)
Borrowell--Where do you draw the
line bstween an arquaintarreg,and a
friend?
Rardiip--An acquaintance is a man
HOUSEHOLD NOTES.
Always heat new iron, such as
ranges, very gradually at first, as this
will prevent tracking. °
When making ginger snaps add a
teaspoonful of vinegar and see what
an improvement it will make.
If mustard is made with" boiling
water with a little salt added, it will
not dry and cake in ttic mustard pot.
A few drops of coal oil added to
the water with which windows are
to be washed will save time and labor.
To remove match marks from a
polished surface, first rub with a cut
lemon, then with a rag dipped in
clear water.
Peanut butter is made by grindingin a nut grinder fresh roasted pea-
inuts, which have' been shelled and 'have bad the brown skin removed."
Water should never be used on
burning oil, as it spreads the flame.
Dry sand shoula be used, as this ex-
tinguishes the Flame immediately.
Silver spoons which have been
'stained by medicine may be cleaned
by rubbing with sulphuric acid; ere‘h
with soapsuds and then with clean
water.
AlwaYs pour a little boiling water
into the mixing pall and cover it for
a few minutes. The steam vall soften
the dough Po that it will readily wash •
off.
A syrup made of granulated sugar
and hot water isall be found an im-
provement on just the plain sugar for
sweetening iced tea, in which sugar
often does not melt.
Do not lay the scrubbing-hrush
with the bristles upward. The water
is allowed to soak into the" wooden
pert and the bristles will very soon
become loose. Always place it with
the bristles flown.
If a teaspoonful of concentrated lye
with a cup of water be put in a ket-
tle Whose contents have burned on
the bottom, and left to stand for a
few hours, there .will be no trouble
in removing the burned•substance.--.
Woman'. Magazine.
'More Inert Than a Scarecrow.
(Cleveland Leader.)
The city, boarder-Things are so
monotonous here'. Iilook out across
that cornfield and that awful scare-
crow is always standing motionless in
the stone place. If it's not taken away
go crazy.
Farmer •F od der shiscka-Tha t ain't
no scarecrow, ma'am 'Quo there's
the hired man. '
ter a desperate struggle è 'nov12. ) T borrow money front
Had the Evidence.
Irate father--It beats all where my
umbrellas go to. I left one in the rack
last night, and now it's
Willie--Alice's beau haa got it.
Alice,-Whys Willie; the idea!
Willie--Well, tau night, when he
was goistg home, I heard him say that
he seas Only going to take just one.
Judge. * •
Hia Little fiehanast,..• - 4. •
Flora-Freddy is a very gay young
man, isn't he?
Dora
-Why, no
--he's extremely
pious. Whenever he calls on me he
talks about
Florae-0h, that's a bluff, he's work-ing to get a look at yotir family Bible.
First Thought.
Belshazzar saw the writing on the
wall.
Gracious' he gasped, is my wife
sending from the seashore for more
money?
Even the final catastrophe was lessthan he had feared.
An Unusual. Case. • tPrisoner
-Yes I'll admit I killed my
mothar-in-law-but I'm sorry I doneitl
Hie Lawyer
---you arc? Then per-haps I. can get you off sye tavroundsof insanity!
-Smart Set.
George NFareb is atgestegli in Brock:-
,
ton, Mhos., charged with minder ofWilliam Bate, Chicago chauffeur, lastNovember.
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SIXTEEN INNINGS
Played By Paducah and Vin-
cennes, Latter Winning.
INDIANS DIDN'T HAVE
A SINGLE BOBBLE.
Sensational Fielding Stunt Kept the
Indians .From Victory in Ninth
—Cairo Blanked.
CAPTAIN GILLIGAN
QUITS THE LOCAL CLUB.
How They Stand.
W. II. Pct.
Vincen Tic s • . • ..... 
 18 8 .692
kaducih 
 
15 II .577
Cairo 
 11 15 -423
Princeton ....; • • 8 18 .308
Yesterday's Results.
VinCeillIV-s 1, I wait 1(l6 innings.)
Px4,14iiip C 0.
Today's Schedule.
Paducah at 'Vincennes wasa
Cairo at Princeton.
,t.
tom4fj4i, Schedule.
Padbcah at Princeton.
1Cait2AtsyiRcennes.
..
Long Game at Vincennes.
Vince antic, , lad., Aug. 16.—In one of
the prettiest baseball battles ever seen
here the locals beat the Indian, by a
score of a to 1, the game lasting six-
t eealuNSINVIIF senteire 'inset lona!
eiditnr by both teams. Paducah
played an errorless same, which was
remarkable considering the eromber ef
innings, and the locals had otiy one
error.
•Brahic kept the hits well scatterd,
so did Perdue. Some fast fielding
saved :faille the game before the six-
tcer.r-h.
Perdue got out of a bad bole in the
ninth. The bases were full when Land
"bent a fierce liner toward third. Hip-
pert made a brilliant catch of it, Ten-
sna the side.
The winning run was made on Coop
..er's single, Hippert's sacrifice and Bar
Lours Texas leaguer to right field.
'Barbour got a sacrifice and free tits
Out of six times up.
The Score by Umbras
iniAge. — A 3 4 4. 6 7 8 9 to II 12
Trlucah 9 on oo o o 0 o o
13 14 15 000016-
'Vine. ot0000000 o o e
cool
the
Paducah 
 170
l'incennes 
 
 2 13 1
Satteries--Brahic and Land; Penine
and Matteson.
Goose Eggs for Cake.
Princeton, Ind , Aug. 16.—Tbe Tad,A poles were unable to do anything with
Carnes today and •iiffered a shutout.
Morgan was forind for six bits and
two runs. The sinnrnary.
r b e
Cairo 
 o 3 e
Princeton 
 
2 6 2
Batteries—Morgan and Taafe; Car-
nes and Downing.
Dope From Dopedorn.
Too bad, too had.
Lloyd or Douglas today.
i•-air another overtime job—ami
the Indians lost.
Wilder has been sold by Caleo to
Sotrrh 'Bend, of the Central.
The Alice's ant getting a mighty big
`11 lead. Somebody bead 'em, please.
That frazzling Texas leaguer—who-
ever, invented such a hit anyway?
4
What ins turned loose in Indiana?
Two straights for Vincennes and
Princeton,
Brady is no longer with the Evans-
ville Cenral league club. He failed to
make gssud.
Duggan will probably do it for Vin
wines toklay. He,if generally a con-
undrum to an Indian.
-When the Kitty season ends Land
will go to Oincinnati or Toledo. Both
clubs are negotiating for him.
•
Capt. Gilligan says the attendance
assay from home is something awful,
and predicts that the league will go
pp in smoke in less than a week.
Pitcher Witt and Second Baseman
McAndrews be bought their relea.ee
from Princeton and joined Dubuqu,
Ia., which is in the Western league.
Capt. Gilligan is home. There was
friction between him and Manager
/ Lloyd so Gilligan quit. Ife has asked
President Thompson for his release,
but President Thomp,son iwill.take no
action until he hears from Manager
Lloyd. The fans hope Gilligan will
rtconsider and at once rejoin the team
His playing and head work 'have won
many games for the Indians. Paducah
is badly crippled with' Gilligan out,
Fralces sick ad Lloyd gsing against
the chills
PUBLIC WORKS
STREET MID SANITARY WORK
OF INSPECTOR ELLIOTT
APPROVED.
f.:antracter Deftliats Gives Bond for
Constructing Storm Sewerage
Under His Contract.
The board of public works held a
•rcirular session yesterday afternoon
and most of its work was routine.
The report of Street Inspector Alon
zo Elliott was heard and the sanitary
work was discussed and ordered to be
pushed rapidly. Several suggestion*
were made and many sew methods
will be adopted regarding the cleaning
up of the city.
Mr. Elliott was further instructed to
keep up the good work and move
that he has already instituted in haul-
ing away the trash and refuse matter
that is left in the cans or boxes in
front of, the residences and basiness
houses. Many people have complied
with the recent request of the board
and have supplied themselves with the
necessary receptacles for depositing
the matter and left on the sidewalk
for the inspector's wagons to pick up.
Large tin vessels will be secured
for this use.
The bond of Contractor Bride s
v. as received and accepted by the
board. Mr. Bridges has among other
work the contract for laying storm
water sewers along Jefferson street
from the river to Fifth street and on
Kentucky avenue from the rivt-r to
Fourth street, and was required to
exscute a $2,5oo bond for each walk.
The work will now proceed at once
as the pipes and all necessary appur-
tenances have arrived.
Mr. Saunders Fowler, the secretary
‘.f the board, left last night for Chi-
cago business, but will return on
Monday.
Docket Contains Three Murder Cases
The docket for the approaching
term of circuit court has been pre-
pared by Deputy Clerk Wm. Kidd
and it shows three cases of murder
to eon* up for trial. Willis Mount,
charged with the murder of Willis
Nutty,: Rube Neece, colored; for the
killing of Jesse Ingram, and Mary
Broelcwell, with the murder of her
three children. She may, however,
be tried for lunacy, as he has already
been sentenced to life imprisonment.
The docket also shows 15 felon cases
and 6, misdemeanors.
A Social Event.
Miss Annie Mae Yeiser, at the ru-
ral benne of her father, fillityor Yeiser,
yesterday afternoon delightfully en-
tertained a goodly -number of frienils
at cards.esomplirrieirtary to Mrs. Harty
Tandy, of Frankfort, and Miss Flor-
ence Pell, of Cincinnati. There were
dtwelve tables es,oted to the gawk,
and after cards came seasonable re-
frestmients. Miss Jane Carte', of
Lle4ingtion, won the ening *dies'
prize, and Mrs. Harris Rankin the
matron's prize.
/A 
MAN DISAPPEARS
Moscoe Scott Is Away From
Home Mysteriously.
MAY HAVE SUDDENLY
BECOME DEMENTED.
One of H. A. Rose's Missing Policies
Has Been Located in a Lou-
isville Bank.
J. S. SELLERS SUED
merchants insist that it is a nuisance
and should be abated.
May Sign Today.
Today it is thought that Mayor
Yeiser will sign the anti-spitting or-
dinance, and the frreasure will then
become a law. after the presidents of
both boards attach their signatures.
Divorce Suit.
0. A. itlriminer filed a suit for
divorce against his wife, Mag Grim-
ner, alleging abandonment. They
were married in January and separat-
ed in Mtircb.
Paid the Fine.
Aaron Tilley, of Mayfield, was ar-
rested yesterday afternoon on in-
structions received from Chief Mc-
nutt. The charge was for gaming,
FOR FALSE ARREST. i which Tilley paid to the local police
'authorities and was released.
"Where is Moscoe Scott?'' is a
question that is agitating the minds
of the residents of Mechanicsburg,
and his wife especially. He left home
Monday evening after supper and had
not returned up to last night.
A few days ago Scott became illfrom being overheated and for sev-
eral days. was delirious. Monday he
improved from his condition and
alked away
Mks. Scott went to Little Cypress
yesterday in search of him and as she
failed to return it may be that she has
found him. He has relatives at little
Cypress, and friends think he may
have wandered in that direction.
Scott formerly drove a beer wagon
but of late has 'been in the employ
of the H. A. Petter Ice Company,
Marriages.
An aged couple of Marshall coun-
ty came to the city and were married
by Judge R. T. Lightfoot. They
were H. C. D. Howard, aged 6o, and
Mary J. Dalton, aged 54. Evidently
old age has nbthing to do with mat-
rimonial bliss in Marshall county.
Another couple who have seen over
two score etrmnsers, F. D. Reader and
Mrs. T. E. Lewis, were married by
Rev. Cheek last night.
Mr. Robert B. Dickinson, of thg
city, and Miss Clam Graham, of Gra-
hanirviNe, daughter of Mr. Robert
Graham, were married in Metropolis
Tuesday.
)(seeing Policy.
It is now thought. that the $10,000
policy spoken of in the A. Rose
estate has been located. Mr. F. G.
Rudolph, the administrator of the es-
tate, and his, attorney, Wr.. V. Eaton,
think that the policy was made out
in favor of the Kentucky Mill and
Lumber Company, and turned over to
the Western Bank of Louisville, as
collateral. If this be true, there is a
difference of opinion as to whether
it could be collected or not by those
holding it, and it may be turned over
to the estate. Individual policies oa
Rose's life now amount to $24,000,
and h is being mode to find
more.
Realty Transfers.
The following deeds were filed yes-
terday for record with the kounty
clerk:
Geo. W. Scott, of St. Louis, to J. C.
Farley, city, one-fourth interest in kit
on Meyers street,' jt and other con-
siderations.
Joe P. Moore and wife to Geo. Fer-
guson, land in McCracken and Ballard
counties, $300.
City Lot Installment comilkny to
Jesse Williams, lot on east hide of
Tenth street. $250.
Sues for False Arrest.
Arthur Pryor has filed a snit in
circuit court against J. S. Sellace for
$g,000, alleging that the defenelaist
had him falsely arrested. The plaint-
iff says that the defendant had him
arrested for fast driving, and he was
acquitted at the trial. "He says he vile
fincarcerated and tensed great he-
Cause to Kick.
Merchants on Market street ate.
raising a howl about unclean wat r
and other things being thrown from
the market-house out on the street in
front of business houses to cause an
attractive feasting spot for ies. hTe
—The Eagles' meeting last night
was postponed until next Wednesday
night.
—A singular fatality seerna tee at-
tach to the office of coroner of this
county. M. James F. Cr'ow is the
third successive coroner to die in of-
fice, viz.: Capt. Phelps, "Daddy" Peal
and Mr. Crow.
ELKS' BUILDING
DEFINITELY SETTLED LAST
NIGHT TO ERECT STRUCT-
URE FORTHWITH.
Handsome Three-Story "Home" Ex-
clusive for Order and to Cost
Nearly $3o,000.
The work on the building to he
erected by the local lodge of Elks, on
North Fifth street adjoining the cus-
tom house, will be commenced about
September is and finished by -January
1st, 1906. The building commit* of
the body met last uight and settled
this fact and made all arrangements
toward advertising • for bids to
do constructing work. The plaars ac-
cepted were those of mg. 0. D.
Schmidt 'heretofore approved.
• Advertisements for bids will be
placed in the local, St. Louis and Lou-
isville papers. The bids are to be in
by September 5, at to a. m. The con-
struction of the building is to begin
by September rs.
The building iris) be three stories
high, and on Fifth and the side lac-
ing the postoffice will be at- Stone.
The building will be handsome and
complete in every detail, and supplied
with every modern convenience. The
building will be for the exclusive arre
of Elks except probably a few offices'
in the third story.
The estimated cost of the structure
$25,000 to $30,000.
YESTERDAY'S CITY CUORT.
The Cases Pro Tern Judge Cross Had
to Adjudicate.
Willie Jones got his bumps for
mg nothing" and just for that be was
held to an-wer on a jtoo hood ors the
charge of vagrancy. Judge Lightfoot
will now give a jail sentence.,
T. Howard, breach of the peace,
was fined fao and uosts.
Will Matthews was held over in a
esoo bond on the charge of converting
other's property to his own use.
The trial of Jame, Doolin and 'Reed
McCormack was set for troday. They
arc charged with robbery.
John Crawfoot, for breach of ordi-
nance, was fined $5 and costs.
Joe Allen and Magnora Allen, on a
breach of the peace charge, were
granted a continuance.
Arthur Hinton received a jar some-
thing like the Japanese warships give
out. For having a pistol, concealed on
his person he wag flied on two separ-
ate charges and in eakch .one he was
fined $25 and sentenced to ten days in
the couny jail.
W. M. Matthews, for breach of the
peace, Was diseherged.
—Mr. F. L. Leason, of near Rag-
land, has moved to Paducah.
—Robert Lessor, the son of 'Squire
Lessor, of near Mkixon's Mill, is very
low of typhoid fever. A younger
brother is also very ill of the same
trouble.
FIRST REGIMENT
Will Be Encamped This Fore-
noon at Camp Yeiser.
DETRAINMENT SET FOR
EARLY THIS MORNING.
Body Comes From Louisville and Is
Proneuncdd the Crack Regiment
of State.
ROUTINE WORK THE
SAME AS HERETOFORE.
It is but little if any premature to
say that tamp Yeiser is again, alive
with state guards. The first regiment
left Louiiville, its 'home, last night
for this -place and encampment and,
baring any unforeseen accident, twill
be here at 5 o'clock. s 'That will be
ere this announcement is read by
many of the thousiands who will re-
ceive this issue of The Register. •
The First regiment, as 'has been
said before, is counted the crack regi-
ment of the state guards. Its mem-
bers are not so much novices in mil-
itary tactics and camp life, some of
the men having done servicer. as regu-
lars. Then, too, they have had much
drilling experience and are therefore
nearer perfect soldiers- titan the memr
Vera of the other regiments. The *via-
itors who go out to the camp to see
the First in its work will not only see
a representative regiment of Kentucky
young bloods but some fine drilling,
etc. The routine will be the same as
conducted in the Second. The first
dress parade takes place this evening
it 5-:30 at the baseball park and the
guard mounts at 9 a. m. The public
cordialJy invited to their exercises.
A dispatch last evening from Louis-
ville telling of the coming of the First
regiment said:
"The First Kentucky regiment will
leave tonight for Paducah no a special
Illinois Central train. Entrainment
will 'take place at to o'clock and de-
trainment at Paducah at about 5
o'clock tomorrow raprrning. In the ab-
sence of Sergeant Francis 111. Terry,
regimental quartermaster, Major Mar
rnaduke Bowden, of Third battabon,
will supervise entrainment and de-
trainment. .
"Capt. Joseph M. Iluffaker, regimen
tal commissary, and Sergeant Carter
Wilson, Capt. Ira S. Barnett, Sergeant
Rhodes and several others were due
to arrive at 'Paducah this morning and
make preparations for the arrival of
the regiment.
"Lieut. Henry W. Sanders, wbo has
been acting regimental adjutant, will
probably continue in that position,
and Sergeant Walter Bailey will act
as regimental color sergeant.
'The regiment will assiemble at 9
o'clock tonight. and expects to have
completed entrainment by to. Col.
Hindman says that he will attempt to
make the eight days' stay in camp as
pleasant As possible for the men, and
there will be various diversion*, to
make them.forget the hardships of the
camp."
A feature of the First's stay will be 4
the evening concerts by Deal's band,
engaged for the encampment, at the
officers' quarters. Tonight's program
will be as follows:
Marcle—"Tlni First Kentucky."
Overture—“Light Cavalry"—Suppe.
Waltz—"Daugthcr of Love"—Ben-
nett.
Intermezzo from Cowalleria Rusti-
canna—Mascagni.
Selectionfrom "Norma"—Neil Mo-
ret.
Excerpts from "The Strollers"—
Englanders' Star Spangled, Banner.
4444-44.144-40.f4-44-`1•41--F-14-144-il
—The Mizpah Mission Sunday
school will give an ice cream slipper
at the church tonight.
—Attorney D. G. Park yesterday
filed a suit in the circuit conrt for Du-
Bois, Kolb & Co. against B. A. Wash-
burn on a small account. Mr. Wash-
burn laves in the county on rural route
No. 4.
The Society of American Florists
is in session in Washington.
Most
Norma
renames
We carry an extensive assort-
ment of most fragrant perfumes
—both American and foreign—
assortnierna—which include the
newest and daintiest perfumes
'as well as all the old favorite
odors. Prices always reason-
able, never excessive.
J. C. Oehlschlaeger
unggIst
Sixth aid Broadway
TELEPHONE 63.
I II I II I 1 l-lst-t-4-1•014-1-:•4•4*.t.
1
The Paducah
Stamp & Stencil Co."
Rubber.
 Stamps Made at Home
Can be appreciated more than
those made • elsewhere, we
are prepared to furnieb all
kinds of Rubber Stamps on
short melee.
RUBBER 'STAMPS,
PAID STAMPS.
LINEN MARKERS,
BRASS STENCILS,
DATER,
II1K PADS.
Lc fact, anything in Rubber Stamp
accessories-delivered in an hour's
notice.
PADUCAH STAMP
& STENCIL COMPANY
403% BROADWAY.
Old Phone 36.
The recollection of the quality of
OUT prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
A Girl Violin-Maker.
Under the eaves- of a quaint old
house in San Jose, Cal.; that is in it-
self fell of histoeic interest, is the
work-sop of Grace Barstow, the only
woman violin-n*1(er in 'America—in
fact, so far as can be ascertained, the
only one in the world. She is the
granddaughter of lodge A. L. Rhodes,
a pioneer jurist of Santa Clitra eosin-
ty. Miss Barstow has made six vio-
line. improving on each until the hist
is said by experts to possess a cic- •
lieehtfully rich, and at the same time,
brilliant tone. Her Inventive genius
is frequently taxed when desicable
material is not at hand. Her first vi-
olin, for instance, was stained an ex-
quisite shade of red with a coloring,
matter obtained by soaking redviond
in alcohol. She also designed- the
scroll of the violin heart -and other
violin-makere have sinew emipliment-
ed her by copying its peculiarly grace-
ful outlines. -,-Zoe Green Radcliffe', in
Sunset Illagazine for May.
Congress of the RussianAfainar of
Peasants, held in Mpsccnv,. demands
Unieffiatiiiffiage,laroader power for
the proposed assembly, arid the divis-
ion of the state &inlaid' arid lands
owned by religious brgameations
among the people.
••••• 
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Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, burns up
Family Lump, well screened lic bu.
I Large ,Nut
 
 10c bu
Place your order for coal with us
cleani and makes no clinkers
.J West Kentucky Coal I Company,
I.
mzmit.L Incorplisted•I3oth phones 254.
Large Egg llc 'bu!
Nut 10c bu.
Successors,,To U. S.
Gas, Coal (lb, Coke Co
AIIIIIMINIMIIIT"MirommiDs1111/0WM 111.11M111111111111 IIMM =mos
Office Foot of Ohio Str
-heaetheiftelkellitehfillibeendieseakeetakeesdhe hehheedie eheeiesti tee .
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WID OF ANCIENT METEOR.
lialborera at Williamsburg., N. Y., Dan
sa.rtk What Appear. to No
Old Meaveady Visitor.
What seemed to be fragments of •
illasagnetio iron meteor, which may have
illescsended to the earth centuries age,
etas discovered the other day by some
laborers who are excavating a cella,
en Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelia
Street, Williamsburg, N. Y. The di..
lovely was made at a depth of 40 feet.
/4 being necessary to remove a hill Se
lest high before the sidewalk level was
peached.
Upon reaching a ton-foot depth in
Ike cellar excavation the men came
Orison the hard eubstanoe, and at first
believed it nothing but solid rock. Ita
extraordinary weight, however. made'
'hem examine it more closely, and
When they cut into a large piec• of
the matter they found the interior was
a solid mass of iron ore beneath •
marface several inches deep of hard-
lamed yellow clay.
The search was extended further.
and the men cams upon a perfectly
formed ape's head and also a ram's
head. All the matter was turned chew
to Prank N. Schell, the ccntractor,
who will transfer the relics to some
museum.
"It appears to me," said Mr. Sella.
°that when this meteor fell, perhaps
centuries ago, It struck the earth like
a shower of hailstones would. That
the pieces are all ancient is evident
from the hard yellow clay with& stii.
mounts each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
idfo.daving Devise of Spools' Marfa
to No Placed ova Some of tam
Warships.
The navy department is provialas
Some of tee warships with a new lift
raft, says a Washington speelai to
the New York World. It cousiste
ea elliptical copper tube sumewhat
flattened, with air-tight eomparte
men* strengthened by fins. The
Subs is incased in cork, wound with
eanvas and made absolutely water-
!light. Attached to Otis float is e
rope netting three feet deep, from
which is suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The netting is suapended
an the inner aide of the float *root
Mays which travel pn lashings, -
that the bottom rests -ah. propel
peedtioa, no matter which side of the
float fa/la upon the water when it
M thrown overboard. It. does not ro
quire to be righted. adjusted os
turned about; it is ready for service
the moment it strikes the waft's,
Oars are attached to the sides of the
Ilea* I. propel it when it is eiocupied.
Ileough persona cannot get on this
aloft to sink it, and, umlaut the life.
best, it cannot capable er founder,
see, like a raft, go to Orme against
the sides of a ship.
The war department is eoreidering
the advisability of equipping army
eransports with the same sort of
float.
NAUTICAL SCHC in AT MANILA.
*oval Odlelals to Do ervereettas roe.
Cote to In  Eglarlesly
of inetitetiea.
, Navahofficisls at Manila hitnd to de
everything possible for tko lumens of
the nautical school at that place. This
Institution was inherited from thal
Spanish government. It has been is
charge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
United States navy, who was recently
detached teem that duty and ordered
home for complicity in certain irreg.
tilar business relatiens with army sub.
sistence officers at Afanila. Anothee
officer has been placed in charge of the
Institution..
The school offers a free education te
residents of the Philippine heande in
ouch professional duties as will equip
tlas cadets to perform the duties of
masters and officers of merchant ves-
sels. But, while the education is chief-
ly of a technical and a profession.al na-
ture, the students also are given broad
and liberal instruction in the general
branches of mathematics, geography
grammar, English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
...boot with a practice ship to com-
bine practical with theoretical instruc-
tion in navigation, seamanship, and
the general requirement. of the pro-
fession for which the students are te
be prepared.
WIrolea• Telegraphy for aeareassee.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
rut in his annnal report, says a New
York Herald dispatch from Washing.
ton, the necessity of equipping Amer.
lean men of war withasystem of wire-
less telegraphy. As soon all the ap.
propriation is obtained he will recons.
mend *.be system to be adopted for the
naval service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
son Clover, naval atteche in London,
Is deeply occupied with his current
work, the rear admiral has recom-
mended to Secretary Long that a wire-
Less telegraph expert be sent to Eng-
teed to represent tbe navy in the
trials of the two new systems lie
!eloped by Lloyd's agency.
- ----
eiteetrtetty on New York Goatee&
Eleetricity for the New York Cen-
tral railroad, at least to equip its
tines from the oity's limits to the
Grand •Central station, le more thas
• pose:bitty of the near future. It Is
said that an electric engine, in many
of its details unlike anything now is
Per-vice, has been perfected, and that
It will soon have • trial. If its sue
miss is ea great as is promised, steam
power may pass from the Grand i
eral skiten before January 1, 111(A
•ares of sitaneeets Warm tee
Minnesota farm land. have
visors than 109 per erne_
HELPS II UK ?WU SEKLISPERS.
Items of Information Pertaining to
Claary Department-60mo
Excellent Dishes.
Aluminum is now being used ex>
eensively as a ulster sal for toilet era-
:lea. It has advantages over calve/
,n being light in weight. and never
tarnishing, while it costs leas and can
be treated in an equally artistic maxi-
aer, says Boston Budget...
With a can of deviled ham one can
work wonders sometimes if one has
a reliable cue to begin operations.
For instance, have a small can of ft
and mix it through two gills of cream
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a
rill of consomme in which is dire
solved half an ounce or even lest
relatine. Put this into paper cases
or into little china molds and set
in ice for as long a time as neces-
sary. or longer, and uniaeeld whoa
serving.
Old potatoes should always he
placed over the stove in cold water
and new potatoes in boiling water
Let the old potatoes stand in ice wa-
ter for an hour or two after peeling
and before cooking.
Epicurean butter is served with
grilled meats, etc. To make it, put
two tablespoonfuls of flesh butter
in a small bowl, and work into it
thoroughly with the poiut of a ail.
Ter knife a mixture of cayenne,
mixed herb powder, minced parsley,
lemon juice and mushroom powder.
When this is accomplished, set it on
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
Into dainty pats. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made by
spreading thin ovals of bread with
equal parts of finely chopped celery
and walnut meats, mixed with
shopped olives and a little mayon.
aaise.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stone spirally, as one peels
an apple., being careful not to let it
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
filling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is oftesi
ased in doughnuts and fried drop
eakes, causing the dough to burst out
In very irregular bubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and unshapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pow.
ier makes the dough rine slowly, as
the gas is not all liberated (limply by
moisture. Therefore, if you would
have the best results, either put the
titiouit into an oven of moderate
rather than intense 'hest,. that they
may haws time to rise before • brown
must in formed, or let -them stand
ten minutes to rise, sad then put
them into • hot oyez.
Creamed chicken or creamed ewes&
breads may take the place of creamed
aysters. and are really mere whole-
some and mores easily procured. Par-
boil the sweetbreads and pick them
apart; to each pats- allow one can of
mushroom" washed and chopped fine.
Stir these into a pint of cream sauce.
Where chicken Ls used, to each three
pounds of chicken that has been most
sarefully hpiled and cut into dice al-
low a can of mushrooms and a pint
if cream sauce.
FASHIGPABLE FEMININITY.
ittractivo Features of Waists and
Gown• for Sommer Wear.-A
Ilesatvn of Flounces.
Apropos of rev:vale, it may not be
azalea to hint that e, return of the
pannier overskirt is persistently
threatened, says a fashion authority.
A very stunning outing hat for
summer shows a felt crown and a
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waist* are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with-
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries in a
eonspicuous favorite of the best de.
signers, and daring bits of contrast
make a feature of Paris gowns.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handseme
gowns are again made with two OT
three of these counted on a astir'
toundation for Vie skirt..
Red silks are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
They are either shot with white or
have an irregular pattern, are in
two shades of red, or are in red and
black.
There is a new China silk which l'o
distinguished by perpendicular lines
of open work, like drawn work, with
a dainty interwoven design. This Is
especially attractive with yoke and
ieep mitten-shaped cuffs of lace, the
lace threaded with narrow velvet rib-
bon in any color desired.
This is to be a season of ruffles.
Quite a number cei the new fancy
waists are made with frills down the
front, sometimes a single narrow one
op the edge of the lap, sometimes s
broad ruffle and sometieses two, and
lacing opposite ways, so full as to
form a jhbot and concealing the fair
tening of the bodice.
Kop the Mother Young and Nappy,
This charming power to throw away
for the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to belong
exclusively to babies. We took out-
rageous liberties with mother's sweet
fare when we lay cooing in her arms,
and she was the happiest of women in
tronsequenca. Is it not a pity that
through our years of necessary train-
ing we should forget the trick of
playing with her th the time we are
prow-n? No girl. I am sure, could pos-
sibly misinterpret me Into meaning
that we are to turn sober eensiders-
done into foolish eels. What I
really mean is that many matters
would be improved sense of buxom
shed its light upon mm; and this OM
beet be emoompliab by atris.—Reis
A JUNGLE "INFAIR."
M A COUNTY in southern Irmo!' sad
LLI learn than a decade ago there still re
mained a rural section which the people ht
the towns designated as the "jungle," a term
of contumely bawled down from a period
when this portion of the county was isolated
by'impassable roads and covered with dense
timbers. The "jungle" fell behind in the
march of pregeesie ,The farm wagon eon,
nese the family tesinuch on Sunda,es when
ehe people on thp prairie rode La "mains
wagons" or owned buggies. There was one
prevailing style of architecture, which is still
fr-eqmntly seen, the square log house with
on.• room and a boxed-up kitchen at the aide,
The light,* streaming through the one small
window showed such decorations an the
walla as a shotgun and rifle, the hem pow-
der flask and hunting pouch, and trophies
if the hunt, while on wintehevenings the
stewing firelight from the cavernous fire-
place threw stiadoim in and ant among ths
festoons, of orione, a dried pumpkin, and
"middlin's" euspendeVrom theaafters.
The house in white YlesteeLane was born
steed in a small cleared space in the head
of the "jungle." Here she grew to womase
hood with po wider experience with theme.
aide world than the weekday walk to the
nearest village, and an annual journey to
*aunty seat in fair time.
Her first hardship came to her at the IQ
of six, when she nnist trudge each day foe
le miles to the district school. But school
days in the "jungle" were soon over, the boys
getting the most of the "schoolee " becalms
the girls married sad had no use for it.
There were no bachelor maids in the "ease
gle." Marriage was a certainty about which
there, could be no doubt.
Hdaer Lane being what the natives of the
"jungle" called a "good, smart girl." it
was expected she would make • good metal.
If the Lane hems was more picturesque
than scram of its neighbors it was because
Heater's hand trained the morning ery
vines over the window in rummer and tAd
the woodpile behind a hank of sturdy holy.
hocks and priestess feathers. Tin peas
and pails sliced nowhere else with amok
brightness and luster as they did on thee
beach outside the kitchen door. Residua
Hester lied pieced more patchwork quilts
as the long winter evenings than any tithes
girl In the "jungle," where • feather bed
and bedding and a cow was the dowry every
bride .was expected to bring to her Mr
band.
Hester had her choke between Sqlsins
Bludeoe's eon Williem and "Jim" Gillette,
whose father as, the big land owner is
the "jungle" and could set off ten acres
for the young people to start out with. Be- •
ing a prudent-minded young woman, Hee
ter took "Jim" and the wedding day wee
set for Octorber.
Squire audeoe, who had "tied the knot"
La every marriage cerensoay which ha
taken place in the "tangle" for a disciadee
eflicieted, and supplemeated the
vette mach solemn advice as he I.Mt.d 
necessary for the young people to take. •
wedding in the "jungle" was • quiet alai;
the rea celebration befog the "inhale an the
Wowing day, when the =husked bosh
kie bride te his Lather'.
Pine and proud Hester looked as ebe
sat heed* "Jim," on the frost seat of the
new wages. In her "Weir" times of "shy
blue delatisa“ trimmed with white lam an
the ridges, and her last season's hat rir
i decorated with fresh ribbon bows. Thisgoing away costume represented the Navies"
an the male of eggs and butter thong the
family groceries for many weeks. It wee
"handmade," too, a sewing =ebbe* set
ret being one of the luxuries of the Leas
household.
Early as they were, the "Weir" smear
were erriving before them. The chairs
were arranged in • semicirele around the
room. and "Jim" and Hester eat down
near the open door. The company, the
elder members first, came forward one by
one sad shook them by the hand and cal.
• fared their congratulations. There wee
es'y one phrase In which the good wishes
could be conveyed. "I wish you much toy,'
repeated each neighbor, solemnly, an3 see
down again. Then there was silences in the
room, the pests staring blankly at the
bride and groom, who relieved their em.
herniae:cent by occasional whispers to seek
ether.
When the jests and witty saying,
enlivened the festivities of the "
were exhausted some of the oldeefolks be.
gas reminiamasing if former wedding es.
melon&
"It's curtone'how the world does change."
said Uncle "Jimmy" Taylor. He and Me
wife, 'least Laura," were the pioneers
if the luagle.° °Ton young folks alai
gel rearmed and start out in the world
noweeleys don't know what hard times are.
You've lumber to floor your house with,
and a cook stove, and you can buy beide
aa.d chairs and table already made.
veldt so BO years ago, when Laura and 3
got hitched.
-Laws lived at old Kaskaskia. Her
father had come over on to the Illinois side
from Kentucky, and I, being a roving chap
and tired of Tennessee hills, turned up there
ens day and went to work for him. Seed.
lag was all done by hend those days, anti
Laura helped in the corn planting_ We fell
is love and were married. One day after
that I took Laura up behind me on a horse,
and with all our worldly goods tied Is 6
bundle we darted out to seek our fortes',
la a new country, We never stepped di
•• reached the "jungle," and took up
pito, of land and built a cabtn. I made al
Docked on the coals in the fireplace.
the furniture with my own bends, and
le go to eft. Louis for almost everything
In those days, and Leers staid alone in the
wilderneas, but the %diens were gone, and
there wasn't anything more &ulcerous ia
the woods than vormInts and wildeata."
"And we didn't have ` beer' dinners_ fig
those dam" said 'Jim's' father. We bed
turkey and venison, which we shot is
woods, and for cake and pie we had•
earn pones baked id the coals on the
'Jim's' mother didn't have • sto
wedding dress like Hester here, but
Unsay woolser she wove herself and
the wool for It, too. There violet no
bate in them days; the girl was proud w
meld get a bit of ealioo to maks a seribedio
see"
There would have bees more stories of tbo
good old days when simplicity reigned at
Wedding feast.., the men mist
sleety for the onsertiotng," mod leaf
the inn went own the rosso"Jtm"
mrefully hewn and piled on a pretty din
es the ten acres were In their plach sad
new home was ready. la the "jingle."
Teethe evening 'Bill" Binds". 40 eglo°
/weed miter, to dhow that he ohm-Ishii an
brought his fiddle and there wee a
Uses in the sew house, a "hesseweme
lag," and the wedding festivitiss we,. 2
Ina" and Hester strn Bee in
lungie,* bit the little -bran Me
added to It, and nestpleke. boo
welhkeet orchard tad garden
the - 'rity wItiob b
Late;
lie and the
1.11 sus
bi age Wilr
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ANIMAL PSYCHOLOGY"
Questions Suggested by the Pam
liar Habits of Raccoons,
hipiniorna ad a loathers Observe., et
the Wayo of the Seemingly La..
tolligreat41Llttlo Denison/a
of th• Woods.
neistmal psychology Ls to be studied,
are, in Paris," said an observant
*Ozer' recently, according to the
New Orleans 'Times-Democrat, "and
the scientists are going to take the
subject up in a systematic way. That
Is a good plan. It is a broad field, and
retearch along these lines will no
Soubt be productive of much interest-,
lug data. reeretefore what ecieatists
have said along this line, and in fact
all they have learned, ha. been of •
theoretical nature, ad S it may be said
thet animal psychology has not passed
beyond the pertly experimental stage.
"Darwin came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any other
scientist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of ex-
pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
which would place animal psychology
among the so-called exact. sciences.
But it has occurred to me thet a busy,
bustling center of population, where
one may find so much that is artificial,
so much that is out of harmony with
the natural order of things, would
sot be the place to prosecute in an
Intelligent and satisfactory way •
study of this interesting subject.
Surrounding, a trifle more rugged
would seem to afford a better oppor-
tunity for the observance of mental
processes in the lower order of life,
although, of course, much may be
learned by the method which has been
adopted by European scientists.
"In the southern-part of the United
States these scientists might find much
data that would give them n more
definite clew to the reasoning meth-
ods of animals of the lower order.
That little trick of the oppoesum. for
Instance, when he feigns death, shows
an element of shrewdness which one
rarely finds in orders of intelligence
supposedly higher. Take the raccoon.
Why is it that he will leap up on one
side of a tree and then jump as far as
he can from the other side? It Is a
trick. He Is trying to fool the dog
that is after him by making him be-
tieve he is up the tree. The 'coon has
practiced this game for so long that
no well trained dog will ever howl up
a tree until he ltas circled around it
several times to see if the game has
sot resorted to the usual make-believe.
Why is it that a 'coon, when the
trees is falling under the effect of the
bunter's ax, will scamper down e`te
trunk of the tree toward the stump?
He has two reasons for doing it. In
the first place, unless the dog knows
his business, he will rush out in the
direction of the falling tree, believing
the game will scamper out from the
top. In the second place, he reasons
that it is safer for 'body and limb
In either event he is reasoning about
the thing. It is a psyrhological prole
ess. Instances have been reported
ny hunters of where 'coons would
leap from the top of falling trees,
seemingly knowing that they were
pursued by trained dogs, who would
hang around the stump until they
could scamper down the trunk of the
bea. But the rule is the other way.
"The point I am trying to make,"
soncluded the obeervent citizen, Ne
that the woods ars /idled with ties*
evidences which might give the ace
entists a clew to the reasoning meth-
ods of animals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
Seeeseelat Mae/re. as the Colo' oil
Certain Boasts and Birds
Mulokly Owar.
A polar bear would not have a
chance in stalking seals if It were
of • darker color. The only black
spot about it is the tip of its nose.
The sailors who first landed on earl-
pus unknown arctic shores and bays
stated that the bears used to take
them for seals, and begin to stalk
them at a considerable distance, lying
down fiat or. their bellies in the at-
titude in which the well-known pho-
tograph by Mr. Gambier Bolton shows
the old polar bear at the Zoo, and
wriggling along in that position until
they came to an ice hummock, when
they would get up. peer over to see
if the "seals" were alarmed, and
wriggle on again. The sailors added
that they could always see the blaels
nose when the bear got up near, and
rowed that the bear put his paw over
his muzzle to bide it. The &retie
foxes, the "blue" hate, the ptartnigan,
ryper and ermine all undergo the sea.
sonal change to white by an Identical
process, says the London Spectator.
The hair or feathers, as the ease
might be, lose color and turn white
by eihat may almost be described a•
an instantaneous process. In the
Tozes and birds the white comes in
pate-lies; but the speed of the color
!hangs is remarkable. There are
many stories of people' whose hair
bah turned white 'Prom shock 'In a
single night." Judging by the birds
and foxes, thee. stories must be true.
No one eve, sees the .process of fail-
le/ going as. The feather or patch
of fur whisk was brown or smoky
shay suddenly Whitens. Yet no one
has actually seen the color gulag.
The eaplanation n.ualy given is that
It takes place by night. There seems
no "half way" tint tetweena the whits
and the original stator.
in oat of dim Rada,
The /hither—I as so glad Joke get
aleeted to raver.
The Mother—Tea, Ns a great we.
def. Ile has tried an many ways et
seraiag a Rein
%Wm llaanaa.
'SWITCH GIRLS THEY LOVE.
• IlLagalar reeeetiee That I. zees'...is
la by donut Yawing People La
Pmaanylvaala.
At Shamokin, Pa., some queer one
toms have survived the march of prog-
ress among the Poles and Rusaiana
ens of these observances Ls "switch-
ing cloy." It is a favorite day foe
bashful lovers, for swiftness Of limb,
rather than eloquence of tongue, cap-
tures the belies of the community,
says an eastern exchange.
For days the man has been in train.
L4 for the run ef his life, while the
amide adjure duvets and sub lini-
ment on their kneecaps every night
ere wooing slumber. Finally the
morning of "switabling day" arrives.
The man sees before hisnall the maid-
ens of his Allege. He may take his
pick. All he must do hi to catch and
switch and duck with water the one
of his choice—the maid whom he
would have for his wife. If she le
fleeter of foot than he and escapee
she is free If the man is beloved of
his quarry she seldom hets away,
though his fool are Glad in leaden
shoes.
"Bewitching day" at Shamokin 18
Easter Sundae, whes all the lads and
lames of the country round about
gather at the town for the annual
meeting. A girl's starting to run is
accepted as a token that she b not
avers* to her pursuer. The youth%
start Is accepted as a proposal, and
no matter what misfortune may be-
fa/1 his quarry he must provide for her
all the days of his future if..
Pathetic% indeed was the illustration'
if this feet in the case of Susan Man.
look, who was by all odds the hand-
somest girl in the Russian colonies
for marry miles about fikt• was MR
and slender and her eyes were aware
Ws. Elbe was crowned with gado*
hair, which teem in dainty ringlet.
Wane upon her head. Mies Manhole
had more suitors than she °mild age
wept, and she was vae7 coy. Fleet of
foot, the maid bad, dam arriving at
a marriageable age, passed one
°switching day" in safety without the
giving of her promise.
Miss Manbok rind) seem cm the rer
mat festival occasion had succeeded
Is outdistancing all her pursuers.
Many were the races she had run, but
sever heti a switch or a paL of water
ecitne within reaching distance of her
petite form. It was then that Andrew
Kobinahy, a shrewd young man, who
bad purposely wafted until Was Man.
bob had become fatigue& gave chase.
Off darted the maid, and after bee
sped the puraraer.
Down the railroad track they
embed, all unheeding. Bo excited
were both contestanta—the man eve-
ning for a wife, the girl for liberty—
that the agproeoh of a ti-sin was me
noticed. The engine tooted abrIley
and at its blest Niles lifanbok, a/-
righted, stumbled and fell upon the
rail. Both of her legs were cut ad
below the knees, but the doctors my
she will UVII. And Kobieusky, regard-
tees of her being a clippie, deohwee
that be will keep bie •••••"steee ha wee
her Just as soon ..- Z.ble t.
leave the nurse's care.
LOVE BALLS EN SHAN STATES.
Outgo* sod laterowting
amens TIMallig Polk* In Chi-
mera* Empire.
Fred W. Carey haa recently beam
traveling through an almost unknown
part of the Chinese Shan states, which
Us between Chia* propel and Burmah.
la the account of his journey, which
I. recently read before the Royal
Geographical society, he spoke most
favorably of the women of the coupe
try, though his opinion of the men is
not so flattering. sahs the New York
Sun.
In their facet and Brum he says.
theee Shane resemble the Japazase,
and 'the women are, to say the least,
Just as unconventional and fascinating.
Them the resemblance enda. The man
are lazy, good-for-nothing fellows whe
never work unless they are absolute!'
obliged to do so. The wanton toil dur-
ing the summer in the rice aside sad
spend their time when at home In
weaving cloth end in household &s-
tem. They wear a very pretty ems
time, including a long white peed-
*oat, which Is much more beeornthg
than the ugly mi.-shaven trousers of
the Chinese wonein.
Mr. Carey describes a diversion of
the young people which very much in-
terested him. As be passed through
the villages the girls often provided
themselves with cotton seed balls,
which they call love balls, said many
time he was pelted with these love
missiles. lie says they were of course
not intended to convey any message
to him, but at the festivities which
take place daring New Year's these
eolored balls have a very Important
part to play. On these oneasiotui node
boy could be more significant to a
young man, for she is very careful to
throw It only to the particular young
man whom she would WU to marry.
Thus she expresses her preferenoe for
one or another of the swains. If AS
ritg man eatahen the ball, the feet
is a sure indleation that he wishes
to wed the hi* and the engagement
might as well be announced at once
But if he misses the ball, the feet he
Meat*, that he does not reeiprocate
the affections the maiden desires to
give him, and she must find a lover
elsewhere. At all other times the gams
In simply • mode of dIrtatiose when
the maiden or man who falls to catch
the bed must pay a forfeit to the
throwes.
011ierlai Curia
The queen% footmen wear wig,
whisk have eight row, of curls, where
r these of the prisms of Wales are ah
hewed mesa rows, and these of the
hal arra of Landes are Nivea may
TME REVENGE OP ANIMAIJII.-
-—
Tido Unploaimat Seatewiene Somas MO
114, Well Diavehopod la demo
of Thum.
A number of authentic anecdotes
have been collected by Le Tour do
Monde to illustrate the fact that the
sentiment of revenge is very well de.
'eloped in some animals. Everybody
knows that elephants, for example
have long memories when they are
subjected to treatment that IlAirte
their feelings. Capt. Shipp., of the
French army, discovered this fact to
his sorrow six weeks after he had
given an elephant a sandwich sprin-
kled with cayenne pepper. The cap-
tain had almost forgotten the inci-
dent when etc next saw the animal
and attempted to caress him; but the
elephant. recognizing the practical
joker, suddenly absorbed a quantity
of dirty water train • puddle near-by
and diffused it over the ofucer's tint-
form.
Griffith, the historian, tells a story
of two Indian elephaute at the siege
of Burtpore. Water was scarce and
In great demand, which gave unusual
value to a well that had not dried up
One day, just as a small elephant and
Its driver were leaving the well, the
animal carrying a pall of water, a very
large and strong elephant seized the
pail and drank the water. The smaller
elephant, conscious of his inferior
strength, showed no resentment but
bided his time. One day he sew his
enemy standing broadside by a well.
The little fellow suddenly rushed for-
ward with all the energy at his com-
mand, butted the big olio on the sills
and tumtgled him over tato the well.
An Indian missionary tells of an iss.
discreet person whom he saw teasing
an elephant by pricking his trunk with
a pin and then feeding him with let-
tuce salad which no elephant has any
nee for. The animal wise rather sloe
In anger and he had not tally decided
to be mad till a half hour had elapsed,
whose be suddenly !seised the man's hat
from his bead, tore it into *heeds and
Sung the fragments into the face cod
his tormentor.
• British maintain, told, awhile
ago, of a milkman's dog that was the
terror of all smaller canines, as he
was a fighter and never missed a
ehance to mix up in a row. Most of
the doge in the neighborhood bores
sears as evidence of his ferocity and
prowess. None of them could match
eini in a fight. The idea finally me
stirred to them, however, that there
Is strength In usion, and so one nigibil
about a dozen of them went to the
home of the tormentor and thrashed
him within an inch of his life. The
milkman found next morning that his
dog was nearly dead from the wounds
tnfileted. When he recovered frois the
scrimmage he was a changed fop. haw.
tag wholly lost his taste for fighting.
Sir Andrew Smith. a seolririst, told
Darwin that one day he saw a tame
baboon in onth Africa bespatter with
'neud as officer, who, all spick and span.
wee on his way to parade. The officer
had frequently tensed the animal,
which took this effective means of re•
mire. Parrots also are among the
animals tea* do not soon forget par.
sons who tease or maltreat them.
They signally find some wae to give
some unpleasant mom:mate to those
who are unkind to them.
START OF OUR SHOE -TR A DE.
• Illoak4 of the origins) teietoirr to
Me Placed on gmbibitiun la Mo-
to. loathirr
There is to he a shoe and leather
exposition in Boston, which ceentine
ties to be the aisle market for boots
and shoes in the United States. and
one feature of it is to be a repreduo.
Lion of the original shoe factory In
the United State& says the New 'York
dee.
For many yearn after the settle-
ment of the American colonies no at.
tempt was made to manufacture
boots and shoes for the market, foot-
wear being imported from England
and Prance. This was a period of
haod-made shoes exclusively, and in
towns large enough to have a local
shoemaker, he supplied all the needs
of the inhabitaate. In towns not
large enough to sustain a village cob-
bler a traveling shoemaker went from
place to place, stopping a day or a
week at each.
So far as is known, the first 0106
factory fa Massachusetts was, situ-
ated in benvers, not far from the
historic house in which ()en. Porter',
of reeohitinnary tame, was born. An
early as 171I6 va Heves shoemakers teem
at work currying, cutting and shoe-
making at the original factosy fee
De n vers.
The original each factory of Dane
were can, it is said, be reproduced
without untbee expense, and a.the
hoot and shoe Interest in Massachit-
setts is now not only well established
belt enjoying an unusual amount i of
commercial prosperity, with a large,
foreign market than it eeer had ha
fore, it is thought probetee that the
exhibition will be representative in
many respects.
The chief conntrfeb to which Amt.-
lean shoe. are sent ere Australia,
togland, the West Indies, Cape Towne
derloo and Canada.
Hone to Invest.
The men who gets the most out oil
life is the one Who is always looldng
up, who it determined that everythinh,
he does, every investment be makea,
shell leave hint a little higher up, •
Little further on. To learn, therefore,
bow to spend for the higher faeeltiosi
sauteed of the lower, ao that the manly
qualities, rather than the animal, may
be developed, is a problem that soft I
fronts tue—Suceess.
Many Mean dee.
Tea will find a ireod milder mem ee
mese, el whom you did sot river It,
lave feedings tittla
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Bacon's
Drug Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
etc, etc.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Sts. phone 237& Clay Ste.. Phone St
I. K. Hendrick, J. G. Miller
HENDRICK & MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms i, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broaaway.
Practice in all the courts of the
inate. Both phones 31.
 sot
Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture on
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
*Is to sig South Third St.
G. C. DIUGUID,
11LTTO RNEYAT— LAW.
Tog 1-2 North.. Fourth Street, Upstairs
Commercial and Co-operative
Business a Specialty.
T. B. harrison,
City Attorney.
Attorney-at-Law.
Roam is end 14 Columbia Brig.
Old Phone IfO•
FLO'CrRNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Moms se, is sad is. Coined&
Padmall. - - - Kentucky
7. C. Moray. Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOCYT.
—LAWYER—
Rowse sad and sat Fraternity IAN.
Will pescett In all courts of KI•
tad m
.DR. ROBT. L RIVERS
220 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 353
Office Hound 11 to ro a. an., i to 3
p. in. and 7 to g p. in.
•4•'.
Ai
II
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent-
s)! Fraternity Building.
Old Phone egli Red; New Phone ss.
Paducah, Kentucky.
—When in Want 0I—
RUBBER TIRES REPAIRING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
Horse-Shoeing, General Blacksmith-
lug Call on
J. V. GRIEF, MGR
319 Kentucky. Avenue.—Tel, 956-red.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Beth Phones Glos.—Rooms so; and sos
Fraternity Building.
Office phone est, Residence phone 474
_Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
H. B. KEEBLER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
Repair work and fencing a specialty.
Phone me. _
ow Rates
Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY ,
Extremely low rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway from
points on its lines for the followong l
special occasions:
Richmond, Va.—Farmers' National
congrers, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be sold to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railaway. Detailed informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket atgent of thp Southern
railway or agents of connecting lines
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. X. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Work-
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Louisville, Ky.
G. B. ALLN, A. G. P. A., St.
Louis, Ito.
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
Crittenden Springs
...HOTEL...
NEAR MARION, KY.
too Room motel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG. HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take diem to K. C.
Rose, 329 Scoth Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
E. PURVeAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Brodway, Paducedn Ky.
New Phone cod.
Specialties:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insnrance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence Rooms 3 and
4,, Columbia building.
Phone zo4a Red. 4
Paducah Und.ertaking
Company.
S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Asst.
ao5 South Third Street
Residence over store.
Both Phones !to 
—Pricts Reasonable
With MU Head is a Hornet's Hoot
This Soldier Was Sato trona the
Elt•I•7'• Fire.
"I was in Chickamauga park a
short while jsgo," said an old veteran
who had been discussing the reunion
at Memphis, to a New Orleans Times-
Democrat man, "and I was impressed
with the number of old veterans who
still hang around the hills that have
teen made memorable in the coun-
try's history by the fierce battle
that was fought there in the '60's.
l'here Is something pathetic about it
to me.
"They are typical of the charactee
ed the man who followed the tow
FACE IN A HORNET'S NEST.
Wiles of the lost cause. But many of
them are full of good stories, and
recall one story told me by an old
sonfederate now running a livery
stable in Chattanooga. He is fond of
telling it on himself. It was during
one of the preliminary skirmishes at
Thickamauga.
"The federal troops had restated
the top of the hill, and the confeder-
ates bad been forced down met the
ether side. They bid behind stumps,
of trees, fell over behind logs and
Knight other places of concealment
la their effort to escape Yankee bul-
lets. 'I fell over behind a log, with
my face down.' said the Chattanooga
liveryman, 'and I could hear the
Yankee bullets whistling over my
head or burying themselves in the log
behind which I was hiding.
'In hugging up close to the log I
bad shoved say face in a horr st'a
soot The hornets covered my face,
and head, and I lay there picking
them off one at a time until I found
an opportunity to escape. Soon after
that I met a ragged looking soldier,
and he said: "Great goodness, Jim,
whist on earth is the matter with
your face?" I told him I had shoved
It into a hornets' nest while dodging
Yankee bullet,. "You must have suf-
fered fearfully," he said. "No," I re-
plied, "I never experienced a more de-
licious feeling in my life," and really
I never enjoyed anything so much as
I did the sting of those hornets."'
The old liveryman chuckled over the
story, and no doobt he really felt
that the hornets' nest was a plessars
resort under the ercumstances."
PUG ROBS MISTRESS.
iseg Steals Rank Books. Deell• to Val-
sable Property and Mosey S.
Make a Bird.
Mrs. Elizabeth Fkcknoe, of No. 644
Metropolitan avenue, Williamsburg.
N. Y., found some lost bank notes and
deeds of property under peculiar cis,
surostanoes the other day.
Two weeks ago she discovered that
a tin box belonging to her had been
• 
loredbly opened and $400 in bills, three
bask books and property deeds stabs.
Dr: B. T. Hail,
Office with Drs. Rivers &
120 North Fifth. Both Phones au.
Residence ire! Cl.,. Old phase Alp
Dr. B. U. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones $ao at residence. Office hours
7 to 9 a. m.; z to 3 p. In.: 7 to 9 p•
A. S DABNEY,
'.--DEN 1' IS T—
Trneheart Hymning.
Henry Marnmen, Ir., the reliable
took manufacturer, Blank Books,
Job and Edition binding. The only
exclusive book binder its .Padocah.
Library work a specialty.
ffhampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by electrical treat-
ments. Body manage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson
Meet.
At the head Of the class, Ence,
Dream roc Cigar. ,_,
THE MISSING PAPERS FOUND.
Mrs. Flecknoe, after a vain *Nimbi
sosaplained at the Herbert street po-
kes* Motion, and said that only a per
son well acquainted with her premises
mead have committed the robbery.
Tlae woman has a pet pugdog, which
knows every nook in the house. For
several days past Mrs. Fleelnaos had
noticed that this animal had found •
snug place to sleep behind a hat rack
In the parlor hall, mid when she re-
moved the rack to dust it she found
the missing bank hooks and deeds.
There was no trate of the money.
Mrs. Flecknoe called the dog. Whey
the animal saw the* she had pointer
Eton of the bank books and deeds it
tried to seize them. The police are
of the opinion that the dog has Ilataa
the money.
Wants to aro Ala Papa.
The son of John Smith is anxione
Se see his dad, and puts this adver-
tisement In • Texas paper: "If John
ibeatle, who 90 years ago deserted his
cz
wife sad babe, will return, said
'1,- *  "-11\4 
wil the galas vat ed
•
ST TON P. MORGAN.
There he a wreck dt)wa at Snootier%
house—s wreck that was formerly a piece
ef blithe manhood, with a marked tendency
to talk and a wen on his head. The wreck
in question used to be saluted by his ore&
hors as Mr. Spooner.
Where, before, all was joy, in the highest
octave; now is sorrow and woe in largo
quantities and a dilapidated bureau in re
aurkably anaall pieces.
The bureau in question arrived in the
Mayflower, so Spooner used to proudly as
sot. Unfeeling neighbors used to soma-
times sneeringly remark that it had more
the appearauce of having =nein the Ark.
But neighbors will carp and let their hop
3un through your cabbqge-patch in wild
and bristly freedom, so ste will take thole
sneer. at 50 per cent. discount.
How the bureau came there was not the
'abject that worried Spooner just befere
the pall of darkness and bumps settled oyez
the happy home. How to. get it' away was
what agitated his mind.
!bower's only, daughter. CsYelolli?, had,it least, been so fortunate as to eorral a
leafless being, who made her his wife—and
Ithe was Cyclonia Spooner no longer. It
I. not the purpose of- the-writer to din-
tribute the idea that, but for this time-
ly attack of matrimony, Miss Spooner would
have become more •ltitudinous. Far from
It! She simply ceased, as • Spooner, te
make the menu at three daily repasts look
S. if attacked by an itinerantset, and tore'
mark plaintively that woman's mission cm
earth was not clearly defined around the
IOW that their daughter bad succeeded
is committing matrimony in the fuse
degree. Mr. and Mrs. Spooner resolved tc
do the proper and appropriate thing. Aft.,
much Ceoticular thought, they decided te
present her the sacred bureau, ammo`
which clustered asat hallowed associations,
like those indigesione to an old betide
robe.
The sewed bureau was located in the
Ilicoad story of the Spooner domicile, is
the "spare" bedroom! Row to get it dews
Mire was the question.
The time, several years before, whom
Sins, the drayman, had raised the pop
!emus piece of furniture to the second.
store window, by means of muck rope and
profanity, was still fresh in Spooner's mind.
Be remembered that Jags, had measured
the bureau, which was an enonsoualy d.
?sloped elatr and time had measured the
stairway.
"Too wide ter the stairs," was Jags' veep
diet.
So without any more his he had pro
tweed to haul it up the side of the house
sod Introduce it through • window.
But Spooner considers himself a pest is
the way of concentrated think, to any two.
lugged drsynian that ever wore • hairy hor-
ror for a beard and charged Ise pieces of
silver lee carrying a 50-mot trunk twe
blocks. Hs knew, without measuring, that
the stairs were wide enough for the to
rem. eingle-handed and alone he attacked
the lugubrious piece of fernitere in its owe
native spare bedroom.
By dint of much polling and an equal
mount of healing, he succeeded in wrest-
bag it to the bead of the stairway, ST1 spite
of the feet that it seemed continually tr.;
Dock. its sews into, the door,, in is /Mar
Mined effort to resist the de
Getting ahead, he carefully the
bureau toward himself. The operation was
only marred by the trifling accident of al
the drawers slipping out at sae and the
ems time, and all but the last one barb
lag some portion of Spooser's perms se
they 1.11, • wooden shower. won him, and
land below is the "jog" of the stair.
may. The last and 1.aavisit drawer de.
parted hone the regular order of proceed-
hg and lit, wrong side up, on • Speoneee
bent shoulders and bowed head. His Mid
so the Mayflower heirloom slipped and the
meted pie., fen forward upon him, the
him exem Liy ei/1db the chin,
tiirr'n 
g
they went, with .is the semitones,
and celerity that attend the pomace of
km. rushing freaticalle down the corridor*
of time.
Spooner was a tra& in advance of the
bureau when both arrived in the "jog" d
the stairway.
The drewers which hod made thateAtiman
a few seconds before, lay in a confused heap,
with all possible cornery upward to wel
sane the no./ hilarious Spooner.
He landed on all these corners and see
Iral more that seemed to put in an appear-
Ice for that occasion only, and the er
sliest and vindictive bureau stood square.
p on its heed on his quivering sorporosity.
A wild, tingled yell, us sharp yet OD vol-
=Inoue that It startled the bats out of the
thininey and brought Mrs. Spooner to the
Mot of the stairs.
"Oh, the precious bureau!" she shrieked.
'What, oh/ what has happesed to it?'
Promptly • tarot voice piped up from the
bottom of the pile where Spooner was do
log a contortion act beneath the bureau:
"The precious bureau is uninjured as
pet," it mid, "but I am mortally vowel
sd by this cabinet-made demon!"
Frightened at the awful condition of her
mouse, buried beneath a mountain of re-
atomism furniture and with no insurance
an his life, Mrs. Spooner raa fee assist
ince Presently she returned with neigh-
*or Killer. By his strong arm, the wreak
d manheed was drawn from beneath the
till erultant heirloom of the Roundheads
Another measurement was instituted, and
th. former derision of Jaw, the drarman,
was "indicated. The bureau would go no
farther dowa the "jog," for the stairway
was mush narrower from there down.
Without a word, but with a terrible dark-
blue resolve depicted on his cod"91
Pissia. and nose several inches out our ens
plumb, Spooner, assisted by Kilter, set Is
work to force the bureau up to the top
d the stairs again. The they succeeded
is accomplishing, in spite of the Puritanical
mistimes of that stubborn orthodox ohm
d drawers.
Then Spooner roll. it ever, and over,
end, with the sleight os aid, he balanced
it a moment on the Wadow-sill.
With a smile of al.nost fiendish joy and
spasmodic bitch to his pantaloons, slow-
7 f'slipping away from the clutches of hie
me rear 'responder button, Spooner pushed
the bureau, sew thoroughly frightened, out-
ward, and it hurti d through the air like
the flight of a braes- mobbed meteor. With
s crash, it landed on the stone-doorstep,
wo stories below, rid was nothing but •
rreeh of its former grandeur.
Col. Wind:game'. valuable dog, of the
toneh-legged persuesien, had, but a m-
eant before, been gaawing as overshoe
so the doorstep. Nue. he lay under the
surean—only a mules reeollectioa, a Miry
;ream-spot.
Cyclone rot no wedding present from her
parents; Spooner got nothing but a 1604011
meortment of bumps and abrasions and
bill for PH, aid to be the value of the
hte.dos. Te all of which be *Wrested
%. such pietnresque *ram that he ease is
auras trial is the seer distance.
Mi"r1614% 411.81 111•4herl—Oesd Lle
"WM
_
aim York Hunters Obliged' la Pag
*SOO tea ac Dare Ginnalas
on Ills warm.
John Hendrickson, a breeder of
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
on the Cochecton turnpike from
White Lake to Newburg, N. Y., re-
sently found four of his finest young
heifers in the field, all riddled with
charges of buckshot, which had en-
tered the bodies just behind the fore
leg.
Neighbors reported that hunters
from New York, who had been stay-
ing at White Lake, had passed over
his farm in quest of partridge, and
that whets had been heard in the
ricinity °of the field where the cattle
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd,
and it occurred to the owner as he
was examining the wounds that
killed them thatthey bore a strong
resemblance to does by reason of
their delicately formed limbs. He
was seised with the idea that they
had been mistakes for deer by the
hunters.
Hendrickson es. n4 to White Lake,
but found that the three men he
wanted had gone. He ascertained
their names and addressee In New
York and after cossiderable difficulty
located them. He has just returned
after seeing them, and as • result
of him visit be hs 000 richer than
when he went to the atty.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDS.
Prank Clawson, et Atlanta. 111.. Over.
animas Seemingly Inesseemennt-
able Dltlealtlea.
Atlanta, a small tows south of
Bloomington. Ill., hes ta Trunk Claw-
son a fiddler whose chief bid for
tame lies in the fact that he is with.
out hands. Clawson has bees,• per-
former on the violin since boyhood,
and his skill was enkeh that he was in
demand at every country dance in
that part of the country. Several
yeare ago he warn caught in a bib-
card and both hands were so badly
frozen that they were amputated at
the wrist Supposing that his Id-
&ling days were over, the old instru-
ment was laid away by the *weer.
The old-time longing tee bring out
musk became too strong to be re-
sisted, and he esonoelved the unique
Mee of playing without hands. He
mad* a °oats-intone out of heavy
wire, which enabled him to wield the
bow. The matter of fingering was
more difficult, but by hard practises
be trained the stump of his left hand
to make the notessary shifts from
me *trine to another, end from po.
Sties tes position. Virlth the fiddle
held in plain by his thin and kneels,
and with the help of his Aurae,- •
srma, Clawson manage." to play ;
murky am much enema as !critic/I,.
• YOUTHFUL GRANDMA.
• Oarleten, et leers Palle. ft..
0114.1••• flu" Itoe•rl Se. it.
Northweat.
--
A yrandetether ad. 19 1.1k. record of
Kra. Judaea P. Carleton, of Iowa Palls,
La., who *Jaime the distinction of being
the youngest grandmother in the sa-
tire northwest. She is hoping to be.
yrest-grandmother by the time she
is at.
Mr and Mrs. C.arleten were mar-
ried in Ohio 18 years ago, Mrs. Carleton
being only 11 years old when eh* was
wooed, won and led to the altar by her
youthful schoolmate. Less than two
rears later, when onlY1/1 years of ago,
itto beoam• a mother. The tendency
toward esriy marriages la the Carnival'
family was transmitted to the dangle
ter, and two years age, at the ago of it,
she was married. Last week she be-
came • mother.
Until recently James P. Carleton wee
postmaster at Iowa Faller, but a few
men ths life he and his wife removed to
St. Paul, Minn., where their daughter
and grandchild reside.
SI•virmalint ter 111•••••11t1ap Sb. Num..
A promising movement has been
started in Virginia for the benefit of
the negro population. The idea orig.
Mated with Dr. R. Z. Jones, of Rich-
mond, and several prominent and
wealthy negroes are associated .with
him. The first of the proposed set-
tlements will be established near
Richmond. Plots of ten acrea each
will be laid off and upon each will
be erected a four-roomed log cable
of antique style. These plots will be
sold on easy installments plans to
neer oes anxious to better them-
selves. They will be 'risen prantioal
and systematic instruction in farm-
ing, an experienced expert from the
Institute at Hampton being engage'
se instructor.
an a Prodlatoua Tunaol.
A bold, remarkable project is rs.
seeing attention among Russian en-
gineers. It is proposed to onnetruot
a tunnel under the mein chitin of the
Canteens mountains from a point 41
miles south of Vladikavkaa. The ten.
eel will be St miles ions and coed
.75,000,1100. AI soon as the Trans-Si-
berian railway Is finished, It la be-
lieved, this Caucasian tunnel, which
tuts the warm support of the *mar,
will be sommeneed. From a military
and ocenmersial pcdat of. view the
work will be of vest importance, as
the only direet sommuniostion with
arano-Cenoaele frown southern Insets
in by an ordinary road from Vladib
svkae to Us.
Sefton% ha Ob..
• year age there were 1,0116 pubib
3ebsete he Cabe. with 1111,000 ebildrees,
Now *mu ass MAO wheal Alb
Draft and nevi mem& awn bite
%Oh
Row Ideas in Drees Ornantentatled
In geldiesee in the Op-to-ilate
Gentuasee,
A ohs-ruling evening g•,,..„4 for •
goung girl is of rich ruiroir satin,
veiled wLis either white, gold or col-
ored net, showing a delicate design of
lace or ribbon applique in a floral de-
sign, alternating with roses or ca.
mellias sewn on in a studied careless'
seas, says tho Brooklyn Eagle.
Some ingenious mortal has intro-
duced an effective novelty this season,
namely, black velvet roses, about the
size of the palm of one's hand, ready
to applique onto silk, lace or chiffoa.
There is an open circle in the middle,
through which the material can be
drawn. These roses make the most
effectlye sort of decoration.
The bridal robes of one of the briEes
of this season was made with a chif-
fon coat, tucked all over, meeting a
yoke of lac* and lace sleeves, a lace
train starting from between the
shoulders, and a handsome lace
flounce at the hem. In this bride's
trousseau was a handsome white satin
gown, with a lace &Imre rcc1 the
hem, pot on very full and headed by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
scallops.
At a recent society function in Paris
one of the most picturesque and no.
ticeable toilettes was of black vel-
vet. The Louis XVI. corsage formed •
double-breasted front and long coat-
tail behind, while round the decollet-
age a deep white lace collar, almost
reaching to the waist behind, pas's/
over the shoulders and formed a point
in front. White mousseline transpar-
ent long loose sleeves were caught
tightly to the wrist by a black velvet
band.
L'Art Nouveau has ceased to be a
novelty, although unique aryl exceeds
Ingly beautiful examples are continu-
ally being produced, so the seekers for
something newer in the line of jewelry
and dress accessories have tarred
their attantion to the Russian produc-
tions. The costliness of these articles,
which are truly works of art, is said.
tient guarantee that they will not be-
come too popular, and their beauty
and variety of design win appreciation
from all lovers of exquisite ornaments.
Incrustations of lace are gaining Is
favor rather than losing their pres-
tige, and very ethereal effects are pro-
duced by applying lace on to chiffon.
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exceedingly well on foulards,
especially white foulards, with ilna
Irish point of rather a deep tone, out-
lined with black ribbon. The material
Is always cut away from beneath the
lace, which gives it a light effect.
White foulard with black Chantilly
incrustations is a good combination.
It is less expensive than the very rick
embroideries and in mato:, ways is
very desirable.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
• Oositortalal• Conch That I. MmHg
Made at Horse—An Amities.
Oak Stain, Eta. •
Few families, whether in tows or
sountry, have sufficient closet spare
In which to keep gowns and
wraps unwrinkled. The safer way,
In any case, is to lay them flatly
and smoothly in a box large enough
to accommodate them at their full
length. Such a box may be made
at home in such a way as to serve •
double purpose—that of couch and
wardrobe combined, says the New
York Tribune. A stout box of nupsonto
ed wood, six feet four inches long by
about three feet four laches wide, can
be constructed by any big boy or his
mother without difficulty, using round
wire nails, to avoid splitting the wood.
The cover should have a cross strip
near each end, and must be firmly
binged on ths box. Line the inside oll
the box and lid with a Berri:Nib]e canai
brie or sileoia Then nail a cushion,
deep and springy, to the top. This
cushion may be made of an old hair
mattress pitied to pieces and put in
new ticking of the proper size, or of
"wool waste," or may be procured at
little expense from an upholsterer.
Tack an artistic denim or chints in
bar plaits all around the box, and cover
.he top separately. finishing the edge
of the latter with a full pinked ruching
of the fabric to conceal the opening.
toot a strong loop on the edge of the.
top by which to lift it, end it is well to
fasten a piece of strong tape at each
end to lid and box, to avoid straining
the hinges.
Heaped with pillows and with an at.
ghat thrown over the foot, this makes
a comfortable conch by day, and eves
by night if necessary.
An excellent hall table for a country
itiouse was evolved nut long ago by an
Ingenious girl from an ordinary un-
apin:ed kitchen table without a leaf.
She sawed two inches from the legs.
then stained the whole with a black
Stain, made as follows: A few cents'
worth of logwood chip, were put in te
stone jar, With just enough water to
*over them, and left to simmer on tNai
stove for half a they. This liquid wr 6
applied to the wood and left to droo
Vinegar in which a number of rustl
nails had been steeped was then
brushed over, and repeated until the
able acquired a good antique oak col..
oring. Brass rollers were then fao.
tened on the legs and an old-fathloneff
brass handle put on the drawer, which
wa• in:1de to match the put.
side, and served for holding gloves, eta.
A scarf of dark red leather was fas-
tened down the middle of the table with
brass headed tacks, and, behold! creel.
ly handsome "old (tab" hall tablet
Ana a Goon One,
Is pclitioe a profession
sir a business?
Pa—Well, that depends upon elf.
remstances. If you're en the win.
sing side it's a laidasse.—Philadeb •
this PreIll.
McPherson Says
TEN PER CENT OF THE MO-
SQUITOES IN PADUCAH ARE
ANOPHELES, OR THE KIND
THAT CARRY THE MALARIA
PERM. YOU SHOULD EXER-
CISE EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE
TO KEEP YOUR CHILDREN,
YOURSELF, OR ANY MEMBER
OF YOUR FAMILY FROM BEING
BITTEN BY THIS DANGEROUS
INSECT.
SKAT SKEETER
IS GUARANTEED TO KEEP
THEM OFF. IT IS PUT UP IN
TWO SIZES, Joe AND 25C.
MANUFACTURED ONLY AT
McPHER.SON'S
DRUG. STORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. 180.
Cot. 4th and Broadway, •
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
 VEER
WANT I
COLUMN 
WANTED-First-class cook for
smali family. Inquire at 408 Wash-
ington 'sttelt. tf
FOR RENT-Furniiied rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4
FOR RENT-Three downstairs
rooms, electric lights, gas, hydrant
and. cistern water. Apply 513 North
Sixth.
FOR SALE-My farm in Arcadia;
also full blooded Jersey cOws. Applyto T. L. Crice or myself. Mrs. L. M.
Bloomfield.
LOST-One water spaniel dog,eleven months old; comes to call of
"Buck;" black in color. Return toHal S. Corbett, 313 North Ninth
street, for reward.
FOR •SALE-A two-story framedwelling, seven rooms, huge recep-tion hall, hot and cold water, rood
out buildings, nice yard with shadetrees. Wil sell on terms to suit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at924 North Seventh street.' Newphone No. 63o.
Thursday Morning, Aug. i7ar9o5.
LOCAL NEWS
-Chief of Police James Collins re-pow the loss of $5 pair of glasses.
-Mrs. Ida Gilbert has purchasedthe entire interest of the Jim Dolen
'grocery in the' Wortcin addition, and
assumed charge. • •
-The ten-months-old, infant child*
of J. E. Allcockidied yesterday at Mel
ber and will Isj buried today at the
Alkock cemeery.
-Patrolman Henry Singery is offdutf on a seven days' vacation. His
place is being filled by Special Offi-
cer Moote Churchill.
-The W. C. IT. U. will meet this
afternoon at 4 o'clock in the lecture-
room of the First Baptist church. All
members arc urged to be present.
-The Caulkers union will hold a
meeting Sunday afternoon to take
sonar action regarding their strike,
which has been on for some time.
-While operating a machine at the
Ferguson-Palmer mills, Thomas Jef-
fords h)tçl two of his fingers cut off
g in contact with a saw.
weal men of Brookport will be
here Friday night to be initiated in
the Otega Tribe of Red Men. A so-
cial •ession will be given for their
entertainment after -the lodge seer-
is. ss 1 ,st
;---A two-year-old child of Mr. Geo.
Andrecht, of Twelfth and Madison
erects, was burned its the mouth with
concentrated lye. The child found
the box of lye and put a spoonful in
its mouth.
--The I. C. pay-car arrived at io
o'clock yesterday morning, and paid
off the railroad boys.* The merchants
kept open last night and apparently
enjoyed a good trade. They will
keep open again tonight.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
. 'Route Agent C. M. Fisher, of the
Southern Expriss Company, was in
the city yesterday.
MT. M. F. Doherty, of Jefferson-
ville, In., is at the Palmer.
Mr. 1ank Sweeny, of New Albany,
is at the '.Palmer.
Mrs. Thomas Payne and , daughter
are the guests of MT. and Mrs. J. A.
Meadows. I
leaves today
to St. Louis
•
Mr. Edwin Bridges has arrived
from Wabash, Ind.
Miss arjorie Loving left yester-day for visa- to Providence, Ky.
Mr. J. F. Dignan, of Fulton, train
master of the I. C„ is in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Barbeee and
Miss Mary Ruddick, of Shawneetown,
are here on a visit.
Mg. Lew Jolly, of Salem, is jn the
city.
Mr. T. B. Forkigh;
 of Hopkinsville,is in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Leech, of Win-g°, are in the city.
Mk. E. B. Newman, of Murray, ishere on a visit.
Mrs. F. Watkins, of Kuttawa, is
visiting in the city.
Mr. J. H. Wilson, of Martin, Tenn.,is in the city.
Mrs. D. Johnson, of Clinton, is vis-iting Mrs. Kirk Barry.
Mr. W. L. Gardner, of Metropolis,
Ill., is visiting in the city.
Mir. John Fisher is home from Dix-
on.
Mr. T. D. Moorehead, of Brook-port, Ill., is iii the city.
Mir. Rid Reed came down yester-day from Smithland. He will leave
today for Frankfort.
Jim Sellars and Joe McCure, of
Symsonia, were in the city yestesrday.
Miss Ruby 'McDonald goes to Kut-
tawa tomorrow to visit relatives.
Miss Nellie Stokes is home from
visiting in St. Louis and other Mis-
souri points.
Miss Lizzie Gomley, of Benton, is
visiting in the city.
• Charles Wire, of Mayfield, was in
the city yesterday.
Detective Will Baker went to May-
field last night on business.
MT. R. A. Ilines returned yester-
day from Mayfield.
Mr. Emmett Carney is here from
May6eld.
Mr, J. B. Baitee, a prominent mer-
chant of Linton, Ky., was in the city
yesterday en route to Portland, Ore-
gon.
Mr. Belle V. Given left last night
for New York, to spend his vacaticin.
He will be gone about ten days.
Miss Enwna P. Acket returned last
night from. Dawson, where she had
been for a week's sojourn.
Miss Jane Carter and Miss Helen
Ripy, guests of Miss Hallic Hisey,
will be 'entertained for two days by
Mrs. John Scott.
Miss Laura Jobes, of Jackson,
Tenn., will arrive this evening to visit
Mfiss Lillie Mae Winstead..
Mk. Harry Hanks came home yes-i
terday from Dixon Springs.
J. T. Myles and Henry Bennett,
prominent tobacco dealers iof May-
field, were in the city yesterday.
Mr. Joe W. Hughes has returned
from Terrell, Texas.
Wm. Rutledge, the de man, will
leave this, morning for an extended
trip up Tcnnetsee river.
Miss Elizabeth Gregory will arrive
court
the Rev. Wil-
last night for
York, Boston
for
Mrs. W. F. Ellithorpe
for a three weeks' visit
and Eldorado, Kin.
Mrs. S. if. Williants has returned
to her home in Providence, Ky., after
a visit to Mrs. H. H. Lovin.
Mr. Will Lydon is attending
in Wickliffe.
Mr. David Levy and
ham Finesehreiber left
a month's trip to New
and other points East.
Mr. Will Gilbert left yesterday
Henderson, Ky.
Miss Julia McKenzie, of Louisville,
has returned home, after a visit to
Mrs. M,artin McKenzie.
Miss Maude Hunt, of Humboldt,
Tenn., !has returned home, after a
visit to Miss Mattie Lou McGlath-
eny.
Lieut. Ira Parish, of Madisonville,
attending the encampment here, went
to Ecldyvill 
Mrs. J.
e yesterday.
• W. Gregory and children,
of Y‘azoo
rs. C. C.
City, Miss., are visiting
M Rose.
Mr. and Mrs. Webber and daugh-
ter, of Poplar Bluff, Mo., are the
guests of Mrs. Webber's sister, Mrs.
Wjll Wrigh
Rev. E. 
t.
R. Overbey, of Crittenden
county, is the guest of friends in the
city.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Wiggs, of
Bardstown, Tenn., are in the city.
'eral days' illness.
Dr. Vernon Blythe was
terday from an attack of
Miss Eula TI.niipsm,
6 tree, is imprcrring from a malarial
attack.
Mr. Tom Holland, Of the Palmer
House bar, is confined to his room
with illness.
Mr. W. W. Nickels, of the I. C.
freight yards, is able to be oat from a
spell of fever
iMrs. Mary E. &direr, (4 North
Sixth street, is very ill and her con-
dition is very uncertain. i
Monday to visit iss Mlarjorie Scott,
Ass Gregory s visited here before,
and is well knvw9 in social circles.
Prof. John Dean .returned yestir-day 'friiii-M'ayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Skinner and Mr.
ad Mrs. Ed Hamlett, of Mayfield, leftlast night on. the steamer Clyde for
the Tennessee river.
Mrs. Herman Slushmeyer is visit-ing Mrs. Clay !ginger, of West
Broadway. She has been visiting in
Mayfield for several days.
Judge W. M. Reed, who is so-journing at Mackinac, Mich., writes
that he is improving in health and
will not return until September ist.
Attorney E. H. Puryear has re-
turned from Louisville.
/%,Ir. and Mrs. J. K. Lemon, of
Cairo, are guests at Hotel Lagotn-
arsine.
(Mrs. W. C. Gray is at home from a
visit to Cadiz and Cerulean Springs.
Mr. R. M. Salmon, general mana-
ger of the Crabtree Coal and Mining
Company, of Ilsley, Ky., was 'in the
City yesterday on business.
BETTER PRICES.
Tobacco Market Here and Mayfield
Shows Increase in Prices.
The tobacco sales yesterday showed
a slight advance in the prices of to-
bacco.
There were about 125 hogsheads of-
fered, with prices steady. The West-
ern District Company offered 45 hogs-
heads with lugs running from $4. to$4.35. Common leaf brought from$5.50 to $7.25. There was one hogs-
head of good leaf which sold at $7.25.
No finc leaf was offered.
Graham & Co. offered 75 hogs-
heads. Lugs brought from $4 tO$5.15. Common to medium leaf
brought from $5 to $6, and good leaf
from $6 to $8. Fine leaf sold as high
as $9.25.
At Mayfield Tuesday the Mayfield
tobacco market shosArd a decided in-
crease in the prices. The leaf offered,
however, was a better quality thin
has been offered so far this season.
About 225 hogsheads were sold on
the breaks at prices from $4.5o to$7.5o. Last week's sales were
to $6.25 per hundred.
, Among tbe Sick.
Mr. ,ffr-arric Judge is out alter a
quite ill yes-
congestion.
of Jackson
To Inspect Lodges.
Mr. J. W. Helsley, district mana-
gerger of the Woodmen of the
Worfd, will leave today for an in-
spection tour of the lodges at Gra-
hamville, Ragland, LaCenter and
Ifinklerille. He will be gone for a
week or more. The W. 0. W. is
growing rapidly in all tire surround-
ing,locfgrs.
Notice!
Mr. R. E. Jones has this day leased
from Jas. L. Friedman the Pines
Poultry Farm, and from this date
said Jos. L. Friedman is not respon-
sible for any purchases mode by R-
E. jones.
August !Ali, 1905.
Civil Service Examinations.
It is announced from Washingt'ner
that civil service examinations have
bechsordered at that place for the 18th
and 23d of September In the same
connection it is•strid that the govern-
ment needs a great many clerks, book
keepers, draftamrn and teachers for
the Philippines. and stenographers,
typewriters, etc., for *other points.
Moonlight Excursion.
By the auxiliaries of Tenth street
Christian church to new I. C-
on steamer Dick Fowler, tine Thurs-
day evening. Round trip 25 cent-s.
Boat leaves wharf at S p. tn.
For Sale.
For sale. Stock of groceries at taw-
rer Ninth and Tennessee. Will ex-
change for real estate or cash or IIIPte
vith security.
-It was close yesterday and warm
Last night was cicudy and mil-der.
with indications at a late hour of rain.
The predictions for today are cloudy
skies and probable showers.
THE RIVER NEWS
Stages Yesterday.
r---Catro, 18.9; falling.
Chattanooga, 8. 8; falling.
Cincinnati, 12.6; rising.
Evansville, 8.4; rising.
Florence, 5.5;
J•chosonville, 5.5; rising.
Louisville, 5.9; riAng.
Mt. Carmel, 5.5; rising.
Nashville ,11.2; rising.
Pittsburg; 6.8; rising.
Davis Island Dam, 8.2; rising-.
St. Louis, 13.3; falling.
Mt. Vernon, 7.8; rising.
Paducah, 8.5; rising s„,
The Clyde left yesterday afternoonlate for the Tennessee river.
The Dunbar has arrived formClarksville and left for Nashville.
The Safarmah is due from St. Louis
en route up the Tennessee river.
The Kentucky will arrive todayfrom the-Tennessee river.
The Barrett and Beaver are laid up
at Cairo.
The Hopkinsville will be today's
Evansville packet.
The Joe B. Williams has not heln
raised and the work is progressing
slowly.
IS CONDEMNED TO HANG.
Finnish Mob Threatens Vengeance
When Prokapo Is Executed.
Finland, N.S., Aug. 16.
-The court-
martial which has been trying Proka-po, the man who shot and killed Col.Kremarenko, chief of police of ViborgJuly 21, today, sentenced barn to be
hanged. ProE, apo refused to plead
unless tried by a Finnish court, andthe witnesses sunvmoned by the prose
cution said they would testify onlybefore a Finnish judge. A trowd of5,000 per sons made a demonstration
outside the gervernor's house yester-day as a protest against the trial of
PrOkapo by conft-martial.
A regiment of dragoons has -arrivedto reinforce the garrison as the mob
threatens reprisals.
NINE KILLED BY DYNAMITE.
Italians in a Construction Camp Are
Blown to Atoms.
Elkin*, W. Va., Aug. 16.
-Nine Italians were Nowt) to shreds and theirhut reduced to atoms by a dynamite
explosion at the construction camp ofDunlevy Bros., about six miles fromDurbin. This is thcsight to be another
chapter in the feud between a gang ofdesperadoes and Italian-.
REGULATORS %soup CalIPLE.
Case of Whitecapping is Reported
From Mercer County.
Harrodsburg, Ky., Aug. 16.-A case
of whitecapping is reported from the
western part of the county, the sub-jects being a farmer whose wife died
recently, and a woman of the neigh-borhood. Last night a party sur-
rounded his house, took the couple
out and gave both a number of lashes.
PUBLIC SALE.
I will on Monday, August ar, 1905,
about the hour of to o'clock a. an
at the city halt door, corner Fourth
and Kentucky avenae, sell at public
outcry to the highest bidder OM hun-dred (too)., feet of ground on Clay
street, between the residence nt Mr.
James M. Lang and one recentlybuilt by Mr. Jeff Read. Terms madeknown on day of sale.
D. A. YETSER, Mayor.
Notice to Ulmer, .
The steamer Kentucky leaves Sat-
urday, August 19th, at 5 o'citsck
promptly, and will not receive any
freight after 4:30 p. tn. This is on ac-
count of taking people to ki ttsburg
Landing to the dedication of the Teii-
nessee Monument in' Shiloh ll
Park.
'Advices from American Consula-in
China say ellreatened boycott is ar-
rious only ire Shanghai.
Get a' soc bottle of Secthal. It is a
reliable, powerful and prompt diain.-
fectant. Instantly deodorizes and dis-1
infects any material it is applied to
No matter bow fetrid or offensive,
destroys and neutralism' all poisonous
gases arising from decayed animal. or,
vegetable matters, arrests decomposi-
tion and prevents contagion. It Pu-
rifies the air without creating any
odor whatever. Dilute highly, ,ac-
cording to directions and sprinkle
about freely. It does not stain_ For
sale at all drug stoics.
Keep Cool-It's tasy.
ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS TO DRINK PLENTY OF
THAT PURE, HEALTHFUL BEER
Belvedere
Che Master Brew
IT WILL COOL YOU, REFRESH YOU AND DO
YOUR WHOLE SYSTEM A WORLD OF GOOD. DOC-
TORS RECOMMEND IT. IT'S MADE FROM PURE
MALT AND HOPS, THAT'S WHY. IT STRENGTH-
ENS AND BUILDS UP. IT'S A TONIC, AS WELL
AS THE MOST REFRESHING DRINK THAT EVER
PASSED THE PORTALS OF YOUR LIPS.
paducab Brewery Company 4;1
Credit and Influence 4
"TI
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
ARE BEST PROMOTED BY A BANK ACCOUNT. IT LENDS A
STABILITY TO YOUR BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS THAT CAN BE
Gefelial IN NO OTHER WAY. A CHECK IS BOTH A RECEIPT
AND A RECORD OF YOUR *LONEY AFFAIRS.
THE YOUNG MAN ESPECIALLY, IS RAISED IN THE ESTI-
MATION OF THE BUSINESS WORLD BY PAYING HIS BILLS
WITH CHECKS. NOT SO MUCH FOR WHAT IT IS AS FOR
%%TAT IT INDICATES. IT INDICATES THE RIGHT BUSINESS
PRINCIPLES. ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.
B. IL ,PCOTT, GEO. C. THOMPSON,President. Vice-President and Manager.
. T. LAURIE, Cashier.
Mechanics & farmers
Savings Bank
227 BROADWAY.
Ask Your Grocer
For KEV1L'S
ARISTOCRAT FLOUR
The Standard Flour o
The World,
GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNIR.
350 EVERY DAY =CRP? SUNDAY.
irl3o UNTIL a P. M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50e. 13:30 to 2.
f E. G. BOONE,
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC-
AL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
rPON'T AK YOUR FRIENDS-WE FURNISH SECURITY.
OLD PHONE NO. so4.
Electric%4Light Notice.
bills are due and payable at the
of the company, 120 South
street_ Current will be dis-
ed if bills are not paid on or
e'4kugu5t so.
AbUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
RUBBER TIRES.
For cash, until September Isl., I
will re-rubber vehicles with first-classInternational solid two
-wire rubber
tires at to per cent, discount from
regaar prices. J. V'. GREIF, Man-
ages,. 319 'Kentucky avenue.
FULL LINE SASH, DOORS, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHEI BUILDING MATERIAL
Sherrill-Russel Lumber Co.
Both 'Phones 295.
100
INCOR.PORATED.
Prompt Delivery.
•
Eleventh and Tennessee Streets
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